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LEAVING Ml. NI.140 BAPTIST dimii tsnow
Mg funeral on Monday for Has. W. I'. Scott is
his widow, Mrs. Maude Scott, seen here being
ritcorted by ushers. Rev. Scott had pestered
'red built a number of churches in Memphis

e

Second Semes
Registration At
LeMoyne College

Second semester registrationt
next week at LeMoyne College
for freshmen and seniors is
seheduloi for Thursday, Jan.
31. with freshmen registering
from 8:30 a.m, to noon. and
seniors registering from 1 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
Sophomores register Friday
morning, Feb. 1, from 8:30 to
noon. Juniors will register Friday afternoon ;ram 1 to 4 p.m.
Unclassified students are to
morning,
register Saturday
Feb, 2, from 9 to noon. Those
failing to register on schedule
may do so Satur,iay afternoon from 1 to 4.
Final examinations ending
the first semester are being
conducted all this week.
Students will spend the first
part of next week conferring
•
with advisers before entering
and Arkansas since being called to the min. the registration period.
last
death
his
of
time
the
istry in 1944. At
Wednesday, he was pastor of Tree of Life
Baptist church.

Final Rites Held For
Popular Minister Of
Tree Of Life Baptist

isturbed By Police Killing
Bor• Ask Grand jury probe
Seek To Have Grand
Jury Reinvestigate
•

A number of Negro citizens! Dan R. Boyd of 1371 Florida,
are still demanding that the a contractor, said: "We are
grand jury re-investigate the tired of the mistreatment Nepolice killing of 19-year-old gro suspects receive from the
John Walton Nesbitt, 686 Eads policemen. Negroes have been
on Jan. 19. A number of min- victims of police dogs and poisters talked about the inci- licemen."
dent from their pulpits Sun- A delegation was to have
day.
Commissioner
to
protested
Admitting the fatal shoot- Claude Armour Monday morning was Patrolman M. E. ing.
White who said he caught
Among civic workers callNesbitt trying lo break into
Cleaborn's Drive-In, 740 S. ing for a re-investigation by
Parkway E. Patrolman White, the Grand Jury are Edward
who was accompanied by a William, chairman of Ward 22
police dog in a squat car. club, Jesse Bonner, 2278 Hawsaid he didn't have time to kins Mill Rd.; Sterling Philturn the dog loose, fatally lips; Mrs. Ethel Cortell, 852
wounded Nesbitt as he was N. Main St.; Mrs. Hattie WilHams, 157 Bickford; Willie
attempting to escape.
was automatically Dearing, Jr., 907 N. Seventh
White
suspended, until the next day St.; Miss Anderson, 998 N.
when the Grand Jury re-in- Seventh St., arid J. W. Oliver,
836 N. Main St.
stated him.

Peace Corps Test
.Set For Saturday

' of Peeve
,
A new ballet
Corps Placement Tests will be
given throughout the nation
on Saturday. Jan. 26, at 8:30
a.m., and in Memphis in Room
.55-10 at the Main Post Office
building
Those who take the tests
will 'he considered for many
new Peace Corps projects in
Latin America. Africa, the
Far East and South Asia
Applicante must be American citizens who are at least
18. There is no ceiling on age.
Married couples without dependent children may apply
they both meet the
requirements for the Peace
Corps.

'Mayor Of Beale Street'
Recounts History Of City
During The Past Century

GOV. FRANK CLEMENT
trict Association; Dr. A. L.
By M. L. REID
Hundreds of Memphians ig- Hamblin, Baptist Ministers'
nored cold weather on Monday Association; Rev. A. L. Mcmorning to pack Mt. Nebo Cargo, Baptist Pastors' AlliBaptist church for the funeral ance; Rev. A. L. McCargo,
services of Rev. William PomREV. W. P. SCOTT
See RITES, Page 2
py Scott, 39-year-old pastor of
Tree of Life Baptist church.
Nleinpluan, fashionable section of that era
prominent
A
Rev. Scott, considered one
whose lifetime spans only ten and was there for about a year
of the most prominent of the
years less than the ti c. that lints two Negroes were lynchyoung college-trained Baptist
the eon of his employer
hits gone by since the Emanci- ed
ninisters in the city, died at
home "vpry upset and
pation Proclamation wee sign- cars
L H. Crump Memorial hosstained clothing."
is "MISFors ltrallneN/ Thornpital on last Wednesday, Jan.
knew some knew, someS. Wellington St.,
1887
of
ton
16.
NASHVILLE — Frank Goad ued investigation of the state's
ho , that he had participated
Delivering the eulogy, which
Clement became the 40th gov- revenue department's sales
in tbe lynching, and I decided
was attended by a host of, his
I could not work there anyernor of Tenneessee when he tax "scandal."
fellow clergymen, was Dr
took the oath of office last Clement's voice echoed loudmore," he explained.
C. M. Lee pastor of Pilgrim
Tuesday at 12 noon on the ly and clearly from surroundAfter working at two other
Rest Baptist church.
••teps of the War Memorial ing buildings as he said "I
places Thornton headed for
Rev. Scott was born July 4.
minding, where several thous- serve notice here and now l
St. Louis, Mo., and got a job
1923 at Doddsville, Miss., and
iinds stood, bracing themselves that I have no intention of
there as a railroad car checker
Zion Baptist
New
joined
against chilly wind despite presiding over'the liquidation
See MAYOR, Page 2
of the public school' system of
church at Gammonsville. Ark.,
bright sunshine.
Tennessee or officiating at the
at the age of 10.
Goy. Clement pledged him- expiration of any of the other
He was called to the Minisself to the task of "moving services supplied by the state
try on his 21st birthday while
a
Tennessee forward during the —nor shedding mock tears
residing in Memphis in 1944.
next four years," in his in- while any of the legitimate
ALYCE F. GILE
JOYCE CARNEY
N. It iiND1,1
BUILT CHURCHES
augural speech. He said "10 needs and demands of the peoHis pastorates have included
years ago, almost to the min- ple are laid to rest in the
Macedonia Baptist church, Wilute, I stood here and took the potters field of political exMrs. Maxine A. Smith, execson, Ark.; First Baptist church,
oath of office for the first pediency."
utive secretary of the Memphis
Dell, Ark.; Morning Star Bapam
I
"Now
time." He added,
Gov. Buford Ellington. in a
branch of the NAACP, is listed
tist, Hulbert, Ark.; Morning
10 years older and I hope 10 brief farewell address before
Mid-South Contest
among "Ten Americans to
Star Baptist church at Clarks- Three more charming girls at 2757 Select Ave., enjoys Miss
third
his
is
This
Votes years wiser."
Contestant
Watch in 1963" in the February
Clement spoke, said he gave
dale, which he built while entered the "Miss Mid-South" sewing, dancing and singing.
815 term as governor of the state. the best he was capable of
Purnell
edition of Pageant magazine.
ighpastoring there; New Mace- contest this week. They join She aspires to become an ex- Shirley
600 In his inaugural message, giving as a governor of TenEarlie Riles
Mrs. Smith was cited in the
onia Baptist in Memphis, the score of other beautiful ecutive secretary.
465 Gov. Clement said that a "tax nessee. He said he gave his
Essie B. McSwine
field of civil rights and the
which burned down and was girls who are vying to be namMiss Alyce Faye Giles, 16, Patricia Terrell ...
325 increase is almost unavoidaknown to most Memphians as article told of the advancerebuilt while he was pastoring ed "The Queen of the Mid- a junior at Hamilton High
See TAX, Page 2
270 ble." He called for a continJoyce Carney
the "Mayor of Beale Street." ment made in Memphis in that
here, and Hughes Chapel Bap- South."
parher
with
resides
school,
160
Cummings
Although a native of West area.
tist church at Hughes, Ark., Entering the contest were: ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Giles, Patricia
130
.
Point, Miss., Mayor Thornton's
which he remodeled. He servMiss Joyce Carney, 17, a 858 LeMoyne Park. Apt. E. Shirley Smith
Allen
history is wrapped up with that
ed as secretary of the East senior at Manassas High Alyce is affiliated with the Beverly
h
of Memphis.
Arkansas District Association. school, who is a member of Terrellett Social club, Gracious Carolyn Hollingswort
080
Thornton was born on May
Rev. Scott had remodeled the Double Ten Society, Las Ladies, FBLA and the Latin Norma Taylor
The Memphis Branch NAA. 060
Sandra White
18, 1873, the son of freeborn
and reorganized Tree of Life Primwras Social club, NDCC Club of School.
050
Ken- CP will hold its regular
in
stolen
McGhee
was
who
Earnestine
Negro
Usher
becoming
Baptist church since
Sponsor and the Junior
Entries for the contest are Marlon Greene ...
tucky and sold as a slave in monthly meeting at 4:00 p.m.
its pastor.
board of the Gospel Temple
045
for Norrish Trueman
Ballots
accepted.
be
to
Mississippi. His mother was on Sunday, January 27, 1963
still
High
resides
Phelix
of
A graduate
Baptist church. She
found Sadie Hollewell
025
are
contest
to that state from at Mt. Olive C.M.E. church at
the
in
brought
voting
Rev.
Ark.,
Lizzie
Marion,
Mrs.
school at
with her mother,
010 Hundreds were attracted to St. Stephen and Morning View Richmond, Va.
Linden and Lauderdale.
schools, Carolyn Randle
Churches,
2.
page
on
college
Ave.
Owen
701
attended
Vollentine
Carney of
Scott
city Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, pastor
005 the Fifth Annual Baptist Inter- Baptist Churches.
s, clubs, Amela Gibson
rough
a
etablishment
was
Memphis
business
transferbeellme
before
to
are
Memphis
in
Her aspirations
000 national Tea on last Sunday Young people from the vari- when Thornton followed Mr. Olive Cathedral, will give
, etc., are Katherine Woods
ring to Rust college at Holly an airline hostess or an ele- civic organizations
. 000 at Owen College Helping to ous churches served as guides. friends to the city in 1887 at inspirational remarks and inSprings, Miss., where he was mentary teacher. Her hobbies eligible to sponsor girls in the Mary Towns
stall officers for 1963-64. All
.. 000 promote its success.
Gloria Jean Woodard
In addition to the churches, the age of 14.
graduated with a bachelor of are playing records, swimming, contest.
000 Rev. B. L. Hooks, chairman the City Ushers Union prepar- His first job was with a members and friends are inEvelyn Dailey
• science degree with the class tennis and collecting novelties.
000 of the Tea Committee, expres- ed a tea table.
Contestants are interviewed Patricia Ford
private family on Shelby at., a wited.
of 1962.
Miss Carolyn Randle, 19, a
000 ses gratitude fo, the fine spirit
every Sunday at Eunice Logan
WDIA
on
BusiHenderson
at
freshman
ON PROGRAM
000 of cooperation manifest by all
Lula Mae Brown
Giving two-minute expres- ness college, who is the daugh- 6:30 p.m.
. 000 persons responsible for t h e
Faye Giles
Alyce
L.
C.
Mrs.
and
Elder
of
Rev.
ter
were
funeral
the
sions at
Number of votes received
All ballots received after magnificient occasion.
C. Mims. moderator of the Randle, is an active member of by contestants is also publishdeadline will be accredited to The Memphis Baptist Pastors
Baptist General Association; the Lambert Church of God
contestant in next edition.
Alliance and 75 local Baptist
Dr.. P. L. Rowe, Memphis Die- in Christ. Carolyn, who resides ed in this edition.
churches sponsored the colorful
event.
Tea tables were placed in the
dining room, social moms and
the gymnasium. Each representing a different nation.
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Gov. Clement Said Tat
,. ,—, . ., Increase Is Unavoidable'
During Inaugural Spe h

'Pageant' Cites
NAACP Exec.

3 More Vying To Be 'Miss Mid-South'

•

Hundreds Attend Tea
D
espite Cold Weather

•

NAACP Meets Sunday

PROGRAM
A musical program presenting outstanding talent from
the participating churches was
held in the College chapel.
The program featured vocal
solos by: Mrs. Shelby Jean
Wordlow, L. H. Hunter, Mrs.
Joyce Grant, Miss Margaret
Richardson, Miss Valerie
Maining, Mrs. Ozelle Clayborn,
Mrs. Joan E. Golden. Tyler
Glover and Mrs. Etta Richie.

•

Being congratulated by George W. Lee is Mrs. LeRianche
Jackson, who had just received her Elk collar from Lee,
grand commiesioner of F,ducation for the Ells lodge, during
• testimonial banquet at Universal t„ifet•.la Sunday evening. Others in the photo. left-right: Mrs. Bess Cole. district
deputy of Chattanooga; Mrs. Mamie Martin, state weal-

dent; Mrs. Mamie Hulbert. who 'received Elk honors In 1956:
Mrs. Jana Porter, a grand past daughter ruler, who received
her degree in August 1952. Mrs. Jackson, a past grand
daughter ruler, received her degree in August 1962. She received mans rifle at the dinner. (Staff Photo.)

Instrumental solos by Miss
Sherry Crump, Mrs. Mary
Hester, and Miss Jean Grant,
accompanied by Miss Yvonne
take. Also rearlines by Mist
Verna Jean McKinney. Mrs.
C.Iene Jackson and Miss Herry
Douglas. Group selections were
oresented by members from

Richest &ilia even a volunteer worker for
Boy Scouts Of America, the Silver Beaver and
a certificate were just presented to J. T.
Chandler by Ed Dalstrom (right) during the

annual Central Division Roy Scout dinner
last Friday night. Looking on are Mrs.
Chandler and T. J. McGuire, vice president
of the council. 1Staff Photo)
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VOTE
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MAKE YOUR SELECTION AND
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(Continued From Page 1)

ALLOT

and for a while at a barber
shop.
But his sweetheart, Miss
Margaret Powers, was still itt
Memphis, and he came back
here to marry her in the home
of her employers, the Neeleys.
where the couple were wed in
the parlor of the mansion with
the Neeley's daughter playing
the wedding march.
HOUSE MAN
He and his wife then went
to work for the Snowdens. He
was house man and carriage
chauffeur. This was his last
job in private families.
"Early in life," Thornton recalled, "I did not appreciate
people of the other race, and
then I had this experience that
opened my eyes.
"One day I was driving II
wagon load of lumber and my
horse fell in a ditch with the
lumber oiling on top of him
Try as I could, I was unable
to get it off him.
"Then an aristocratic-looking
man in a fine carriage came
along, stopped and tied his
horse and came over and help'
ad me get the lumber off my
hors..

Mr. and Mrs. Ike Spring- gram, 390 Butler; boy, RegAT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL
field, 1563 Minnie; boy, Ike inald Ingram.
Jan. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Evans. Jr.
Mr. and hers. John H. RuMr. and Mrs. Wilbert Mar- bin, 1407 Ralston; boy, Kevin
2340 Hanwood; girl, Velma
Patricia,
tin, 1641 Wellington; a girl.
Eugene.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dayts,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidhey GoldsMr. and Mrs. Lamar J.
by, 628 Pontotoc, Apt. 4: girl, 245 S. Fourth; girl, Loretta.
Davis, 1067 Walk; boy, KenAndrea Sybil.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward I. H. neth Edward.
Pollard; 335 Dixie Mall; girl,
Jan. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Webster,
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Scales, Kim Vivian.
315 Crump; boy, Rufus Jr.
Jr., 144 Beale; girl, Cheryl Di. Mr. and Mrs. David Bonds, Jan. 15.
691 Wells! boy, Milton ChrisRoyce.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Brown,
topher.
Jan. 3.
1ee0 Barton; girl, Regina.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie C.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Heard, 502 Walker; girl, Anita. 605 Brown; girl, Veronica.
Howell, 34 W. Edsel; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Addle B. Dor- Johnnie Yvette.
Jan. 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Clevon Har- sey, 880 N. Second; boy, Mr. and Mrs. James W. Hawmon, 1606 Sunset; girl, Kim Harold Dewayne.
kins, 1111 College; boy, Cedre
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Neely, Dean.
Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kille- 2690 Spottswood; boy, R. B. Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard GrayA large crowd watched as girls outnumber boys two to attending were Mrs. Ludie
brew, 214 Vernet]; girl, Cas- Jr.
son, 852 Shamrock; boy, DanJ. T. Chandler, personnel di-'one. We must educate more Carter, Mrs. Eula Wicks, Mr.
sandra Bridget.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton G. ny.
Rawlings, 743 Wells; girl, Deb- Mr. and Mrs. James W. rector of Universal Life In- boys if they are to become the and Mrs. J. Sinclair, Charles
Jan. 5.
surance company, received the men they Sh,....11d."
Marshall, Mrs. Georgia McNeil,l
Mr. and Mrs. William D. bie Lynn.
Beauregard, 675 McLemore;
Hi there, this is Pat and
Silver Beaver award during Dr. Dinkirrs urged his audi- Miss Lillie Castelberry, Mr.
Finley, 1029 N. Seventh; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Estes L. Wil- boy, Wayne Jerome.
the annual divisional banquet ence to shoulder the responsi- and Mrs. Herbert Lester, Hen- Pennye bringing you the lat!lett, 1448 Davis; boy, Reginald
Sharon Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Danof the Boy Scouts of the bility of the community. He ry Mitchell, William Henry, eat data around the great
Lamar.
Jan. 6.
dridge, 2596 Deadrick; boy,
Chickasaw Council, last Friday urged Boy Scouts to show Mr. and Mrs. James Watson, Melrose High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Walk, Jan. 13.
Emmett L C.
First we'd like to pay trinight. The Silver Beaver is the faith and establish values, Onnie Massey, Clarence Heard,
Mr. and Mrs. Hosea B. John1205 Mississippi; boy, Clarence
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Pat- highest award
preaented to which "are essential for Scout- Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Miller and bute to our great basketball
son, 1451 Oaklawn; a boy. terson. 1526 Cella; girl, LoCalvin III.
team.
We've had two victovolunteer workers in the Boy ing."
Nathaniel Lockhart.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie T. Wil- raine.
Jan. 7.
ries this week, with only one LFARNED LESSON
Among others speaking
Scout movement.
Also attending were Harry
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Brown, hams, 233 N. Manassas; girl, Mr, and Mrs. Charlie W. Tutdefeat,
so we say hats off to ,,I was so grateful to him
briefly were Rise Fred Lofton, Ratcliffe,
Hosea C. Bridges, R.
that with tears in my eyes,
1023 N. Seventh, Apt. 5; boy, Barbara Ann.
ton, 1020 Lewis; boy, Raul Her- Presenting the award to dean of students
at Owen col- E. Brown, H. Robinson, M. our great and wonderful leaswas
McGuire
Chandler
T.
J.
Mr and Mrs. John R. Wel- Ian.
Byron Lewis.
ssked him how I could repay
ketball team
legt, who gave the invocation:
held
at
was
III.
The
dinner
him. He answered that he had
Malone,
L
Rev.
Starks,
H.
J. Guess
Mr. and Mrs. Cap Burnett, ton, 2220 Curry; boy, John
Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt
Dr.
Who:
Hollis
Price,
president of E. Sommerville, S. B. Heard,
been emole oeid when he re Jr., 1287 S. Barksdale; girl„ Roy. Jr
Nickleberry, 255 Pauline cl., the Universal cafeteria. Elder LeMovne
Goes with Vertice Hill? R. D. be
college; George PhilBlair T. Hunt was master of
leesed my horse from the trap.
Rev. W. A Suggs. R. Foster, S.
' Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Ellis, east; a girl.
Geneva Denise.
lips,
Council
Is
in
the
president;
Science
Rev.
Club?
J. Adams Mrs. E. Currie, Mrs. J.
A .F.
•
—
't• taseht me" Thornton
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Clay, 1381 S. Hemlock; girl, BernerMr. and Mrs. Eddie B. Mc- ceremonies.
has quited down some? S. "un
L. Netters, pastor of Mt. VerPmith. Mrs. M Oliohant. Mrs.
laid. "that there was love in
Jr., 1320 Gaither; boy, James. dette Renate
Neil, 1043 College; girl, Step- The featured address was non Baptist church, who
G.
Is
the
top
couple
inof the
delivered by Dr. Charles L.
F. Ruffin, C. Crawford. W. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Lee
men's hearts that transcended
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Harris, hanie.
year? T.P. & B. E.
troduced the main speaker.
McKinney, 852 LeMoyne Mall, 500 Tillman: girl, Sheila
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Gray- Dinkins, president of Owen Others at the speakers' table Harrison. R Manuel, Mrs. Z. Tops Around The Big "M" race, and I determined that
too, would love my fellow rg,
Yvette.
Apt. 1; boy, Robert Lee.
son, 1374 Kansas; girl, Tonya college. He said "one of the included Mrs. J. T. Chandler. Logan, Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Girls
without regard to race."
Hobson. E. Holloway, Mrs. T.
most fertile fields today is Paul Horde,
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Shields, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie M. Hes- Denise.
P
Sandra Taylor, Ardia Ward,
Mr. T. J. McGuire
During the "Gay Nineties.'
H. Herde, Jake Summerfield,
710 Roan'' ; girl, Lynda ter. 329 Baltic. girl. GwenMr. and Mrs. Cozette Gaston, found in boys who will 1 2
Gloria , Bridgeforth, Joyce
retlin,
John
the
N.
11r.
Jordan.
leaders
the
E.
mayor
world
in
Remelt.
of
tointo
the
went
saloon
dolyn Lenora.
891 Annie pl.; boy, Warren.
Among other Scout leaders
Gatewood, and Yvonne Bailey.
morrow." He continued: "Time
Sr., N. Queens. Rev. E. L.
business, opening an establishJan. 11
Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. GilJan. 16
- Boys
Crittenden.
here
Josten,
deal
we
must
when
,. James W. Hen- Wand, 831 Haynes; girl, GloMr. and
is
H.
C.
ment at the corner of Cour!
glass
Mr. and Mrs. Robert TayRoychester
Thomas,
Frank
and Charles.
Nesby Blenehard, W. Butler,
ley, 799 Cherokee; boy. James ria Jean
lor, 2134 Griggs; girl, Demetria with the 'ought-ness 'as well
Harris, Charles Cummings,
as the 'is-ness' of life. In the
Asked if any of the "greats"
Edw: rd.
1 ,. Guy, Willie se Blevins R. and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe M. Wil- Yvette.
Lawrnce Madlock.
of that era frequented his
"lardy, Mrs. Martha Bolden.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilhite, Hams, 164 Rowe; boy, Darrell
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Robinson, Negro high school situation
TOP COUPLES
Place, he replied, "No, indeed.
1244 Firestone; boy, John Jr. Keith.
4323 Ridgeway; girl, Joyce
l'reelend Brown and Cherles
Thelma Glass and Clyde The saloon
was so rough that
IS. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jackson, Ann.
Jan. 9.
Jan. 11.
—419"iirren, Gloria Meadows and
I was afraid when 1 went in
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Cham- 269 Bond: boy, Adrian Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Will R. GarMr. and Mrs. Mansfield ButAmon" other quests s""
(Continued F'rom Page i
. James Sandridge; Margaret there
myself."
• bers, Jr. 1096 Louisville; a
Mr. and
Mrs. Jefferson le". 1918 Riverside; boy, Vin- ner, 1041 Lane; girl, Valerie
Mr and Mrs. Ei Dais! mm Naylor and
Melvin Lee; and His next
girl.
moderator of the East Arkan- Rev. Jemee
employment was
Grose, 1412 S. Cooper; boy, cent Earl.
Lynne.
A. McDaniel. Ora Ishmael and
James
Har- as cashier and apprentice with
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hill, Curtis Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt Rob- Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. sas District Association; Dr. A. James B. Husky, the chief ris!
Margaret
Bedel.ngfield
Haygood Gordon and he stayed
945 Kansas; boy, James EdMr. and Mrs. Robert C.inson, -2354 Warren; girl, De- Moore, 286 Walker; boy, Hosea. McEwen Williams, National executive of 100,1 Scouting. and Wayne
Williams; Doro- there long enough to learn the
ward.
Nickleberry, 1479 Brookins; anise Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. Bolden E. Law- Sunday School and Baptist James Michael, Peter ("raw- thy Agnew and
Jimmy
Mead- barber trade before opening
Mr. and Mrs. Frane Houston, boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Caf- son, 5894 Elmore; girl, Aman- Training Union Congress; Dr. ford, Harold Brooks and Thad- ows.
a
shop on Poplar street which
A. E. Campbell, National Bap- deus T. Stokes.
844 Tampa; girl, Gwendolyn
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L Rob- ter, 383 N. Dunlap; boy, Tom- da Denar.
SPECIAL
TRIBUTE
catered to the elite, of both
Faye.
inson, 589 S. Lauderdale; boy, mie Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Melchi, Bent- tist Convention, and Rev. I.
We would like to pay spe- races.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonas White- Tony Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. Leander Doo- ley, 1482 Oaklawn; girl. Bar- J. Freeman of Tree of Life
cial
tribute
to
one of the most MANY VENTURES
Baptist church.
low, N. Evergreen; girl, Mar- Mr. and Mrs. Johnny B. ley, 251 Ingle; boy, Phillip bara Ann.
outstanding personalities at
Other business ventures for
tha Teresa Dianne.
rsniel, 1486 Eddieore girl, Antonio.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Others on the program were
Melrose.
She
was
selected as him included a barber shop in
Mr. and Mrs. John Green, Brenda Carol.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Dur- Mack, 323 Dixie Mall; boy, Rev. J. W. Williams, who read
first
alternate
to
Miss "Co- the Masonic building on Fourth,
Scripture; Rev. T. F. Ham908 Weever Lane; girl, Paula Mr. and Mrs. James W. rett, 885-H LeMoyne; boy, Alvin Louis.
ette." She is none other than several pool
Fay.
rooms and a feed
White, 1672 Rayner; boy, Bruce Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert le Vas- mond, who offered prayer;
Miss
Myrna
Williams. We store, market wagon, lumber
(Continued From Page
AT JOHN GASTON
James ,Keith.
. Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Jackson, sar, 1317 Niese; boy, Lawrence. Deacon John Hollis, who gave
would
like
to say that she and coal wagon.
HOSPITAL:
Jan. "14.
577 Lauderdale; girl, Lisa ReMr. and Mrs. Luther Cren- expressions and Mrs. L. B. best humbly and with sinceri- has one
of the most charm- --frilegardless of what I se.
Jan. 12.
Mr. and Mrs Robert L. nee.
/
shaw, 880 Griffith: girl. Ar- Gipson, who presented resoing
personalities
in the city doing, I always liked to be
lutions, both of Tree of Life t3''
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Catron, 1499 Davis, girl. Nedra
Mr. and Mrs. Will Arthur lene.
Immediately after his brief of Memphis. She is the daugh- neat, and I wore a standing
Bailey, 692 ,'Wortham; ;sire Arlene.
, Brown. 1587 Warford; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew L. Baptist church; Mrs. I. T.
ter
of
Gov.
ceremony
one
simple
of
and
our most promi- collar and tie," he said.
Moore of St. Louis, Mo., who
Penelope Gail.
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Got- Michael Steven.
Tyson, 1318 E. Trigg; boy. Ansang, and Mrs. Margie Wal- Clement, accompanied by his nent teachers, Mrs. Bernice The Mayor of Beale Street
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie N. don, 359 Silverage; boy, Kevin
Jan. 17.
drew Lee Jr.
sister,
Miss
Williams.
his
sons
and
So
we say hats off considers one of his greatest
Nichols, 1043 College; boy, Antonio.
Mr. and Mrs. George Powell, Mr. and Mrs. James H. ker, Pilgrim Rest Baptist wife
church, and Mrs. E. M. Seals, Anna Belle Clement walked to Miss Myrna Williams.
Johnnie Edward.
e)ntributions to Memphis and
Mr. and Mrs. George Earle,!2403 Warren; boy, Jerry.
Cooper, 297 Baltic; girl, Shabuilding
SO
capitol
state
Phelix
his
High
to
UNTIL
school, both of
NEXT
TIME the world was bringing W. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivory L. Reed, 1074 Tully; girl. Portia Jean-e Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Ford, ron Diane.
hands
shook
where
WE'LL
office
whom
he
gave
resolutions
B.C.N.U.
233 MeKellar, boy. Vince nette.
Hende to Memphis.
11420 Greenwood; girl, Brenda
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Dawson, SURVIVORS
for hours with state politicians
Erroll.
seeking a music teacher for
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Ear1,1Louise.
1249 Kansas; boy, Allen Jr.
well
and
Among
wishers.
The
young
suris
minister
Mr. and Mrs. James H. K. 860 Palmer Alley; boy. Robert! Mr. and Mrs. Albert Santhe local Kniehts of Phythian
Mr. and Mrs. James N. vived
ceremony
at
the
those
were
by
his
Maude
wife,
Mrs.
band, he contacted the educaTaylor, 1701 Kerr; girl. Angela Lee Jr.
ders, 918-C Porter; girl, Dianne Nichols, 2337 Staten; girl,
Scott; two daughters, Willia- U.S. Senators Albert Gore and
Janine.
tor. Booker T. Washington,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. In-iMarie,
Louella.
metta Scott and Patricia Scott; Estes Kefauver
who replied that one of the
a son, Ira Scott, and other relaAmong Memphis Negro polheat bandmaeters in the countives and friends.
iticians attending the ceretry was living next door to
Active pallbearers included mony, including the inaugural
The
Shamrock
Socialites him.
Rev. J. L. Netters, R. W. Mc- ball were: Atty. H. T. Lockard, held its first meeting of this Haney came to
Memphis and
Clendon, H. Robinson, S. L. president of the Ninth Con- year at the home of Mr. and he and Thornton
were together
Henry, 0. C. Collins and E. W. gressional Distric• chapter of Mrs. T. C. Harraway on Mt. when the blues was
born.
Williamson.
the Tennessee Federation of Olive Rd. recently. Election Thornton
the first NaInterment was in New Park
Par Democratic Leagues Inc.; A. of officers was held. Named r° detective in Memphis and
cemetery, Williams Funeral Maceo Walker, president of president was Mrs. Dorothy the
c
first of his race to work
home was in charge of final Universal Life Insurance corn- Pickens.
.
in Soeeial Delivery at the
arrangements.
Other officers elected were: noes' office.
pany and chairman of the executive committee of TFDL: Mrs. Teresea Watson, vice He was instrumental in
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Sr., president; Mrs. Jennett Har- ting the safety patrol este.general manager of the Tri- raway, secretary; Mrs. Mag- lished at Negro schols here.
State Defender and member of nolia D. Neal, assistant sec- His sons are Powers W
TFDL; and Thaddeus T. retary; Mrs. Ester Chambers, Thornton. Matthew Thornton.
Stokes, editor of the Tri-State treasurer; Mrs. Priscilla Burke, Jr. and Haywood T. Thornton
Defender and an executive business manager and report- Although he is blind now,
board member of TFDL.
er; Mrs. Thelma Hall, chair- Mayor Thornton keeps in touch
Immediately after the af- man of sick committee; Mrs. with the world around hirr
ternoon ceremonies, the Mem- Josephine Birgs, reporter, and
phis delegation visted the state Mrs. Gloria Neal, chairman of
office of Willard Bowen, first planning committee;
Negro to be appointed to the
The next meeting is schedState Department of Correc- uled to be held at the home
tion. Bowen introduced the of Mrs. Gloria Neal.
Al a recent annual stock
Memphis delegation to Harry
holders meeting of Southern
S. Avery, Commissioner of the
Funeral Home, R. E. Woods
State Department of Correcand Mrs. Mary C. Fowler
tion; Mel Allen, district directo the Board of
CALL US BEFORE YOU
tor of Middle Tennessee; A.
ARE EMBARRASSED
"Pat" Patterson, assistant comST. LOUIS — (UPI) — MorDuring the same meeting,
missioner; Gundy W. Quarles, ris Henderson was installed Woods was
re-elected presicommissioner of purchasing; as president of the St. Louis dent, S. W.
Robinson was reKeath Hampton, commissioner County chapter of the Na- named
vice president and
of personnel; Jim Alexander; tional Association for the Ad- Mrs. Fowler
CALL
re-elected seer,.
state treasurer; and J. Howard vancement of Colored People. tary-treasurer.
Ware state board of educe-

VOTES

ring

Mail This Ballot To The

236 S. Wellington Street

Memphis, Tennessee
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Shamrock Club
Elects Officers

NEWSBOYS'! OLD AND NEW
HERE'S A NEW CONTEST FOR YOU

BEGINS NOW, ENDS MARCH 31st,
SELL ALL YOU CAN BETWEEN
THESE TWO DATES OR BURST

WIN MONEY FOR SPRING!
WHAT A GREAT THING!

1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE
4th PRIZE

$25 KAZOOS
$15 SMACKEROOS
$10 ALAKAZAMS
$5 DOUBLE WAMS

AND FOR THE FIVE AFTER THESE FOUR
A PRIZE OF $2 EACH
WILL BE LEFT AT YOUR DOOR

gee

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded

9 CASH PRIZES IN ALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE 'STIMATES

Ph. FA 7-6033

,,

tionO
Bowen, a well known poli.t.cian,
j
is also executive secretary of the state-wide Tennessee Federation of Democratic
Leagues, Inc.

STARTS SATURDAY!
JANUARY 26 —
ONE SIC WEEK!
11/

TRAPPED. between a new love and an
old crime!
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Kindly send me the Tri-State
I
I
Defender to address below
I
1
On.
year
$6.00
Six
months
$3.50
:
1
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

r ASTER.
I Street Add.,"
City

•

THE TARTARS vs THE VIKINGS!
MI YID CANON MAY15

I TO

Contest seen to current and future newsboys.

1

PLUS

Pictures of the Third and Fourth Prize winners will also be published.

Earn extra money for

'biz° DAISY

New Subscription Order i

Names of the 5 Runner Ups will appear.
A picture of the First and Second prize winners and their families will appear in the TRISTATE DEFENDER following the presentation.

ejrre,
e teolresc.ted

fr

I

PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected from the nine boys
selling the greatest number of papers above
weekly quota at the end of March 1963

St. Louis NAACP
Installs Henderson

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

A new Easter Contest for Tri-State Defender Newsboys....Win Cash Prizes,
by selling more papers between January 19th and March 31st. Winners
will be announced and prizes awarded April 6th, 1963.
1st Prize $25.00....2nd Prize $15.00....3rd Prize$10.00....
4th Prize $5.00....and for the five runner ups $2.00 each.

Southern Names
Two As Directors
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IF HE SEEMS TO BE home used a truck to transWALKING ON AIR, it is be- port the body ef a woman to
cause he is going to be a the cemetery. Tt required 12
grandfather. Who? — A. Maceo strong men to handle the speWalker. His oldest daughter, cial-built oversized casket. She
•who married Harold Shaw in weighed nea.ly 500 pounds.
June 1961 is expecting her She was a resident of a section
first child sometime in the off McLemore Ave., called
middle of February. Mr. and "Happy Land."
Mrs. Shaw are living in Nasn- WHO HAD THE MOST FUN
at Evander Ford's party when
'.ville.
A SHELBY COUNTY DEL- he was celebrating his birthEGATION was given the royal day anniversary last Saturtreatment by Willard Bowen, day? Without a doubt, Ford
well known
politician on had the most fun. He called
Capitol Hill in Nashville, his parry "the swinging set
when they attended the in- which shook Mamphis." Some
auguration of Gov. Frank of his guests chorused in with North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance ComAL Clement on Jan. 15. Among "that is where it is at."
pany workers at the Memphis Branch office
w the delegation from Memphis ARE THEY MAD — the peo- who
were selected as the most outstanding
were A. Maceo Walker. Atty. ple who heard of the 19-yearT. Lockard and Whittier A. old lad shot to death by a
City Policeman last week.
Sengstacke, Sr.
TOO LARGE for an ordinary They are talking about asking
the grand jury to re-investihearse, so the local funeral gate the
case.

Housing Official
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hop in
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TFDL Organizes !LeMoyne Professors
First Democratic I Attend Conference
Unit In Ward 35
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Dr. Walter W. Gibson, chairman of the division of natural sciences and professor of
biology, and Sterlin Adams,
assistant professor of mathematics, represented LeMoyne
College Jan. 22-23 in Salt
Lake City at the National
Science Foundation's conference of directors of summer
institutes for talented high
school students.
Dr. Gib-a,
' is director of
science institutes conducted at
LeMoyne and Mr. Adams is
one of the institute staff members.

Memphian Club
Elects Officers

Memphis' most modern Funeral ;Home

was the club's president, Rev. Other
clude:
James A. McDaniel,

officers elected in-

Lawton Jackson, vice presThe Tennessee Federation
ident; George Isabel, recordOf Democratic League's Ninth
ing secretary; John C. Davis,
Congressional District organSr., treasurer; Dr. E. Frank
ized its first Ward and PreWhite, financial
secretary;
cinct unit during a meeting
Roscoe
McWilliams, corresat the home of Mrs. Jeruestine Mack, 1665 Pennsylvania
Open House for the 30-bed ponding secretary; Taylor C.
St. Apt. A, last Tuesday night.
Oakwood Convalescent center Ward, sergeant-at-arms; HanThe new unit was named
at 1320 Mississippi blvd., will nibal Parks, chaplain; Charles
the J. E. Walker Democratic
be held on next Sunday, Jan. Flectcher, parliamentarian;
W.
27, from 2 to 7 p.m., and the
League Ward 35-Precinct 3—
C. Weathers, club manager,
public is invited.
named in the memory of the
late Dr. J. E. Walker, chairMrs. Ruby Hines is admin- and Sherman Robinson, pubman of Universal Life Inlic relations director.
istrator at the Center.
surance Company, and founder
of a Democratic club here.
•Named president of the club
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
was Mrs. Jeruestine Mack.
Other officers elected were:
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT
Mrs. Jeanette Hinds, vice
president; Mrs. Olivia Steele,
secretary; Mrs. Tommy West,
.assistant secretary; Mrs. Pa1324 Mississippi
tricia
Hawkins,
treasurer;
Mrs. Mary Craig, chaplain.
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
The next meeting is sched- The men of Mt. Olive CME
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
uled for Tuesday, Feb. 12, at Cathedral, 538 Linden Ave.,
8 p.m., at the home of Mrs. are inviting their friends to
946-0411
Tommy West, 122 Strayhorn fellowship with them Sunday,
AND IF NO ANSWER
Jan. 27 at 11 am, and 4 p.m.
St.
when annual Men's Day will
JA 7-3311
Organizing the unit were
be celebrated.
executive officials of Ninth
Congressional District chapter The pastor, Rev. T. C. Lightof TFDL, Frank Kilpatrick, foot, is expected to deliver the
James Ballard and Lawrence principal address at both worship hours. Music will be supS. Wade.
This is the first unit to be plied by the men of the
organized.
church.

greet parking facilities for use at all times adjacent to the establishment.,

Open House At
Oakwood Sunday

Mt.Olive CME To
Observe Men's
Day

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY

S. W. ROBINSON
Vice-Presideot-Assistant Manager

R. E. WOODS
President-Manager
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Wherever the choice is
equal... homemakers
choose FOREST HILL l'oboct44'
milk by an over— I
uhelming majority!
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DRIVING SCHOOL
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NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS

DAC Club Elects
1963 Officers
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Charter Legio
Service Club
Names Officers Auxiliary At
!lolly Springs

cold? 666 cold medicine will

greats"
ed his
indeed.
Os that
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Members seen from left are Mrs. Thelma Hall,
Mrs. Josephine Rims, Mrs. Ester Chambers,
Mrs. Priscilla Burke, Mrs. Etta M. Flowers,
Mrs. Gloria Neal, Mrs. Teresea Watson, Mrs.
Jennett Ilarraway, Mrs. Magnolia O'Neal and
Mrs. Dorothy Pickens.

mittee of the American Le11
gion Post of the 10th District
Elementary
The
Hanley
of Mississippi.
School PTA is presenting its
Mrs. Holmes is district presRev, J. W. West, pastor of dock, runner-up, and W. W third annual Hat Show in
ident of the American Legion
Greater Mt. Moriah Baptist Walker, ordinary producer.
the school cafetorium, on FriAuxiliary for the district, and
day night, Feb. 1, at 7 p.m.
church at 1264 Florida, was ENDOWMENT PLAN
she gave much assistance in
The Ladies Auxinat y of the
A
delicious
honored as Atlanta Life Inmenu
including
instrubeen
Rev. West has
organizing the group.
An American Legion Auxilsurance company's "Citizen of mental in having more than spaghetti, barbecued chicken, Memphis Goodfellows Service
Officers, who were installed
club elected offica's for 1963 iary to the Barksdale-Tunthe Year" at a program given 150 members of his church and slaw will be served.
Chairman of the Hat show, during a meeting at the home stall American Legion Post by Mrs. Holmes, included Mrs.
last Friday night at the cooperate in the endowment
of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Isom No. 250 was organized recent- Bennie M. Freeman, president;
church.
plan of taking out insurance Mrs. Myrtle Crawford, and
The minister, who pastors and naming the church as her committee have planned of Person St., Jan. 13. Elected ly at Anderson Chapel CME Mrs. Wylene Broomfield, vice
an elaborate program. Prizes president was Mrs. Matilda church in Holly Springs, Miss., president; Mrs. Frances A.
two churches here and one beneficiary.
Washington-.
and guest speaker for the oc- Hathorne, secretary; Mrs. Matin Mississippi was honored
Persons on the program in- will be given designers of the
Other officers elected are: casion was Mrs. Pauline T. tie Walker, assistant secretary;
for "his steadfast and reward- cluded Dr. J. L. Peppers, Miss most original, most versatile,
Mrs. Chiney Russell, treasurer;
Mrs. Elizabeth Risby, assising .struggle in helping our Ernestine
Holmes of Mound Bayou and
Wright, Jackson most unique, and most beaupeople in their efforts to at- Gales, Mrs. Lula W. Williams tiful hats. Designers of the tant secretary; Mrs. Elizabeth wife of C. Preston Holmei, Agnas Foster, chaplain, and
Mrs. Kirby Lee Ford, sertain
guaranteed
incomes S. S. Sartin, M. A. Young city and from out of town Thomas, vice president; Mrs.
Freddie Isoin, secretary; Mrs. head of the executive corn- geantat-arms.
through life insurance," ac- Commissioner John T. Dwy- will be featured.
General chairman of this Sam Ella Brown, treasurer;
cording to George W. Lee, er, representing City of Memmanager of the firm's Mem- phis; J. E. Williams, M. M. affair is Mrs. Arlette Wright. Miss Clovia Edwards, report- Cot a
er; Mrs. Annie Mae Clemon,
phis branch.
Morris, J. W. Wyms, L. L. Mrs. Selena McCargo is P.T.A. sergeant-at-arms; Mrs. Mary
Other persons given awards Laws, Sheriff M. A. Hinds, president and Mrs. Beulah M. Ed. Anderson, business manaat the program were Mrs. representing Shelby County Williams is principal of Han- ger, Mrs. Mary Freeman,
ley school.
Alma Bowen as "Supervisor and W. W. Walker.
counselor.
of the Year;" Mrs. M. A. Dr. H. H. Harper was masJoining the club during the
Johnson, who was runner-up; ter of ceremonies for the
meeting was Mrs. Shirley
Robert F. Herron, "Agent of
Watkins.
the Year;" Mrs. Gladys Col :agog rain.
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
Refreshments were served
Awards were presented to
as "Building Agent of the
at
the
end
of
the
business liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular" too.
Year:" Mrs. Virgie L. Mur- the honorees by Lt. Lee.
session. Mrs. Risby was hossibly reach. Its gentle laxative acThe D.A.C. club elected ofThere are 5 major symptoms of
tess. The next meeting is cold: stuffiness, achiness, fever,
tion keeps you "regular" during
ficers for this year during a
scheduled for Sunday, Feb. constipation, and general "sickthis critical time. The unexcelled
meeting at the home of Mrs.
effectiveness of 666 has been
10, at the home of Mrs. Fred- feeling." 666, the time-tested and
Lillie Hubbard of E. Trigi.
proven to thousands of users.
proven cold medicine, fights all 5.
Isom, 1906 Person St.
ave., Jan. 13.
When you have • cold, take
No "one-ingredient" product can
especially
and see what real relief can be
made
666,
was
this.
666
do
Elected president WaS Mrs ;ecretary; Mrs. Aleeon Brown,
Satisfaction guaranteed ...
colds.
It
like.
Sam Null, assistant director
only
for
colds...
and
tor
Lottie Wade.
reasurer;
Mrs.
Mattie
Johnson,
or your money back. At all drug
really works!
of planning for the Memphis
Other
only 49t. If you prefer
counters,
officers
action
are
of
fast
Mrs
decongestant
sergeant-at-arms;
The
Mrs.
RebMetropolitan Housing AuthorWhen the Memphians, an
tablets, take 666 cold tablets ...
666 works through the blood
ity, addressed the members of exclusive all-male club, held Aleeon Isabel, vice president: becco Keys, chaplain; Mrs. stream... reaching places where
same fast relief. Convenient and
Mrs. Bessie Young, secretary• Ilizabeth Cash, business maneconomical, too.
nose droop and sprays can't posSONGSTRi a. (.1,ORGIA ('ARR will appear on ALCOA Memphis Frontier Internation- its annual election recently, Mrs. Jerry Smith, assistant ager, Mrs. Minnie L. Allen
al club during a luncheon John R. Arnold, Jr., was electPREMIERE's "George Gobel Presents" Thursday, Jan. 31,
meeting at the Flame Cafe ed president. Immediately aftfrom 10-11 p. m., NTT. over ABC-TV. With noted comedian
last Wednesday.
er the election, the president
George Gobel as master of ceremonies, the ALCOA show
Other guests at the lunch- announced that the club will
will include top variety performers from all over the world.
eon included Russell B. Su- present a program which will
garmon, Sr., of the Sugarmon include various activities to
Real Estate Company; and celebrate its 10th anniversary
0. W. Pickett of the Cornette throughout 1963. The club has
also raised its maximum memReal Estate company.
Spacious air-conditioned throughout, and centrally healed for your comfort. Ample offPresiding at the meeting bership from 32 to 40.

neties,"
saloon
ablishCoura

lit and
aaether
)rn.
st Neis and
work
t the

Hanley School PTA
Gives Hat Show,Feb.I

Atlanta Life Honors Pastor
As Its 'Citizen Of The Year'
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444
Dinner for Dames — Members of Charmant
workers during "Policyholders Weeks" (first Les Dames celebrated the recent holiday with
two weeks in November) are the above agents. Miss Deborah Ann Thomas in the home of her
Shamrock socialites presented their seasonal
party at Currie's Club Tropicana and a large
number of guests were present for the affair.

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

MARY G. FOWLER
Secretary -Treasurer

Ambulance Service twenty-four hours daily, efficiently skilled, licensed personnel, lady
attendant and notary service.
We have served the Tri-State area since 1933 and will continue to serve in the same
dependable and dignified manner. We honor all insurance policies and Government
Agencies.
The public is invited to come or call to inquire about our many services.

SOUTHERN FUNERAL HOME
440 VANCE AVENUE

PHONE JA 7-7311

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
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Ministers Alliance
To Elect Officers
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By C. THOMAS PAIGE

family. Thousands of people
passed by -- many bumped into the man making his ordeal
much the worse trying to get
home with his burden.
Soon one of the overloaded
bags began to split at the seams
and the man placed his arms
around the contents much
tighter trying to hold the contents to keep thern from falling into the street.
A certain woman soon came
along and took her stand at the
same bus stop and after a while
noted the plight of this struggling man. She turned to him
and said, "Mister, you seem to
be having a hard time with
your load — if you want to you
may have this bag and
your packages in it!" Aires,:
the man's critical ideas about
people were very strong. Already his spirits were low.
FRIENDS PASSED
The man could not afford to
have all of this load fall to the
ground. Yet as he struggled to
hold the bag no one gave him
a hand. His friends and acquaintances passed by merely
By Vernell Saulsbery
speaking and went on their
ways. Then this woman came
SPOTLIGHT
up and offers to give away a
LEE CUNINGHAM
This week the spotlight falls bag that she
herself had only
on Miss Violet Moore who
a 'short while ago bought.
• lives with her parents at 119 At ibis
point the man's whole
Pickett Cove.
outlook on life took on new
In religious life, she is a color. Not
only should this be
. member of the Lake Grove
some isolated case but we who
Baptist church, where she is lay claim to
the fact that we
an active member of the Sunare Christians should let it
day School. She serves on the happen every
day. This would
Junior Usher Board as a Red
give evidence to the fact that Lee Cunningham:one of the phian, began his musical eduCross Usher and is also a mem- we are Christians.
city's most popular tenor solo- cation at the Tennessee State
• ber of the Y.P.C.C.
Years ago the air was filled ists, will be presented in a School for the Blind in NashIn school life, she is a sen- with a popular
song — "Little musical concert at St. Andrew ville under the tutorship of
ior at Geeter High, she is a
Things Mean A Lot." Not only AME church at 867 S. Park- Mrs. S. L. Belcher.
member of the Y-Teens, His- was it true
during that season way east on next Sunday af- WELL-TRAINED
tory, Library, Future Doctors
but it is equally true today. On ternoon at 3 p.m.
Upon returning to Memphis
find Nurses Club and the Sunday
we go to church and
Before the concert, "Miss St. he began private study under
Beautiettes, where she serves
boast of our religion but in the Andrew AME
Junior Church" the late Madame Florence Tolas vice president. She holds a final analysis
we are religious
bert McCleave. He did further
will be crowned.
student license to practice cosonly to the extent that we lend
study under the tutorship of
metology.
those
seeking
Among
the
someone else a helping hand.
Profs. John
Cordon
and
OFFICERS AND MEMBERS
I Our deeds can go much fur- title are Misses Judith Martin, George Bennett at the LightPresident, Sammie Harda- ther
Jerlean
Courtnea
Jackson,
in changing the deephouse Music Conservatory.
way; vice president, Clennon
seated ideas of men than our Fair, Zita Jackson, LaVerne
Accompanying the singer
Saulsbery; second vice presi- lip-service will
Patterson,
Diane
Adair,
Doroever do. People
, will be Henry Winfield, music
dent, Ehran Eldridge; secrethy
James,
Gwendolyn
Hunt
today are looking not listening
director at Porter Junior High
tary, Mary Hardaway; assistfor a sermon. People are look- and Sylvia Clark.
,I School.
ant secretary, Reecie Saulsbery; .ng
Cunningham, a native Mem- • The Public is invited.
i
for those who preach
treasurer, Ruby Meeks; chapthrough the small kind deeds
lain, Eliza Trent; reporter, Verof which we all are capable.
nell Saulsbery; parliamentariOur lives become far more ef.an, Louise Banks; sergeant-atfec. tive on what we do rather
arms, Virginia Anderson; o
ptrithan what we say. Our lives
gram chairman, Betty Mal e;
must bespeak all that we emThe United Singing Union
sick committee, Sylvest r brace.
.
is expected to be guest of the
Adams, Betty House, Helen
Union Baptist Church's SunOur liveimust bespeak things M & N Singers when they
Meeks and Annie Malone.
day School, 208 Turley St.,
•
Nias Harris, Brenda House, that words fail us to describe. celebrate their anniversary at has sponsored panel demonOur lives must tell all of those Pilgrim Rest Baptist church,
William House, Freddie Hodstrations this entire month.
son, Jesse Jackson, Virgie Ma- with whom we come in con- 1403 Kentucky St. Sunday, Also the entire membership
tact that we are religious be Jan. 27 at 3 p.m. Mrs. J. W.
Alice
Violet
Moore,
lone,
of the Sunday school has planMoore, Jimmie Saulsbery, Jr., Y.ond a doubt. In many in- Warford will be the mistress
.
.
stances our lives speak on a far of ceremony. Rev. B. L. Best ned other programs for each
and Rose Marie Tate.
Sunday morning.
Our next social will be held nobler plane than words could is the church's pastor.
ever utter.
on Jan. 18, at the home of Mr.
The Singing Union will also Panel discussions have been
•
HAD FAITH
,and Mrs. W. House.
I be guest of the Mt. Pleasant conducted by the senior class
The West Holmes Tigers are This woman came to Jesus Male chorus at Mt. Pleasa:It
Clennon Saulsbery, Thomas and touched the hem of His Baptist church, Fourth St. at of which Mrs. Merlest Claxton
. Saulsbery, Jimmie Saulsbery, garment because she had the Beale, Sunday night. Rev. T. is teacher; Women's class,
Jr., Robert Hardaway, Jr. An- faith that through this act she M. Henderson is the pastor. taught by Mrs. C. S. Weeden;
'drew Staten, Hershey Boone, could be healed. In a like manYoung Women's class, headed
,Robert Tolbert, A. D. Moss, ner each of us must manifest a Each time we commit such an by Mrs. Victoria
Bilbo; and
Howard Partee, Joe Willie Par- like faith that as the world act in some small way we rewatches us it might be chal- establish a faith in the heart of Junior class, instructed by
tee and Roy Lee Swan.
The pep squad consists of lenged to accept our way of someone who through the years Mrs. Lucille Thomas.
, Mary H a r d a w a y, Vernal! life. This is something that each might have had doubts of the These programs are open to
Saulsbery. Reecie Joyce Sauls-Iof us might do to draw people real goodness of men. This is the public, says Miss Dorothy
our mission — this is our opbery, Ruby Nell Meeks, Helen to Christ.
Meeks, Rose Marie Tate. Louise We must cast bread upon the portunity in this day of faith- Jones, publicity reporter. M. A.
Young is superintendent of
Banks, Betty House, Brenda water. This water in terms of lessness!
House, Virginia Anderson and our deeds must be seen floating
the Sunday school.
Joseph Eldridge.
upon the hearts of men for
days, weeks and months thereORATORICAL CONTEST
The West Holmes YPCC will after. It is at this point that
CAN-YOU USE
sponsor an oratorical contest we make our mission known
All Colors and COMP.
which will be held the fourth and meaningful.
. Combinations
MORE
Sunday in April which will be This woman gave the man 1
For Ushers and
April 28. Each participant must her shopping bag that he might
rganisotiono
be a senior in high school. First avoid the embarrassment of
CHURCH FURNITURE DEPT.
lmize will be $100 and second having all of his packages fall
e
Pars, Comm.Tolulaut
, Pulpits,_...........
enema Fie
upon the ground but she did
prize will be $50.
lowest Prices Aossilobl•
Each contestant will be re- an even greater thing — she
WRITE FOR FREE CATAI.OT.
• :STEitIC18 BINIL-pum
ILIktf 'PO
quired to speak on a specified re-established a wanning faith
.
!
,
f.
11
1.,
. IA
SPRINGER
FASHION UNIFORMS
cIf
ll1 151
aroIT sOTi:
in the ultimate good of men.
topic.
701 N St., NA. 77 Alabama St, CDC
DiMbingIOn2,0.C. Want& 3, Georgia
"And behold a woman
which was diseased with an
issue of blood for twelve
. years, came behind Him and
. touched the hem of His garment."
Matthew 9:20
HEROES UNNAMED
The. unnamed heroes of the
13ib1e and of history have
played large roles in greatly
.-enriching the lives of those
:'with whom they come in contact. A few days ago a man
- stood on Main street heavily
-loaded with provisions for his
-

West Holmes
YPCC
Club News

Lee Cunningham Will
Sing At St. Andrew

M & N Singers To
Observe Anniver.

lir.„dus

.
FICASH.?.
N.7•.,
t,
A
CITY

‘it

Network television programs Also appearing on these TV
featuring Negro singers, choirs shows will be stars of stage,
The Memphis - Shelby Coun- and other vocal groups were radio, television and records. The annual church meetmg
ty Interdenominational Min- filmed in Memphis Saturday, Performing before a large stu- of Second Congregational'
isters Alliance is scheduled to Jan. 19, when "TV Gospel dio audience will be such ne- church is set,to be held in the
Church Pariah Hall, 762 Walkmeet in the alumni room of Time" visted the city.
ional gospel favorites as Rosetthe new LeMoyne College li- "TV Gospel Time," the popu- ta Tharpe, Jessie Farley, Marie er ave., on Friday, Jan. 25 at
brary, McDowell at,, between lar, new Sunday morning pro- Knight, the Soul Stirrers, the 7 p.m., there will be an inWalker ave., and
Crown gram that is telecast over a Caravans, and the Highway formal reception and coffee,
soft drinks, and doughnuts will
Place on Monday, Jan. 28 at special network of stations in QCc.
11 a.m. The Rev. John Charles the East, Midwest, South and Designed to honor and help be served. The Meeting begins
Mickle, president of the Al- Southwest, filmed (video-tape) promote the South's wealth of at 7:30 p.m. Some church memliance and minister of Second four half-hour television shows gospel talent — and to per- bers who have served in vaCongregational church
will In the studs. or-television sta- mit other parts of the country rious offices will be elected to
speak on the subject, "United tion WMCT, which-carries "TV to enjoy the excellence of lead- emeritus status.
Plans for dedicating the
Church of Christ. The election Gospel Time" every Sunday at ing southern Negro singers —
of officers for 1963 will be 9 A.M.
the television programs wthich Parish Hall of the church in
held during the meeting, an- The Memphis-filmed televis- are being produced in Memphis memory of the late Mr. John
nounces The Rev. Henry L. ion programa feature- well will soon be shown to much of R. Love and his wife, the late
Starks, secretary.
known professional and ama- the nation via the special "TV Mrs.' Annie B. Love, will be
made. Reports will be made
teur soloists and vocal groups Gospel Time" network.
from Tennessee and other Sponsored
by
Pharmaco, by the following: The Rev.
southern states. These singers Inc., manufacturers of Artra John Charles Mickle, pastor;
perform a variety of Hymns, Cosmetics. Feen-a-mint, Sulf- Milton A. J. Barber, church
Snirituals and Gospel Songs. ur-8, and other beauty and clerk; Fred Hutchins, treasAll performers have been nharmaceutical products, The urer; Edwin C. Jones, financial
carefully selected by "TV "TV Gospel Time" series has clerk; Miss Grace Collins, SunThe Women's Fellowship of Gospel Time" -Went scouts won
rc school; Eugene C.
considerable acclaim not day Chuh
Second Congregational church who have been in the area only for its music but
also Moore, Sr., chairman of the
is to meet at the Church Parish auditioning and recording sing- for its commercial
announce- deacon board; Dr. Alvin K.
Hall, 762 Walker ave. Sunday, ers.
ments, which feature Negro Smith, chairman of the TrusJan. 27 at 5 p.m. Mrs. A. S.
actors and models exclusively. tee board; Mrs. A. S. HunniHunnicutt, president, will precutt, president of the Women's
side. Mrs. Diana Hayes will College
Fellowship; Lonnie F. Brislead the worship. The program
coe, president of the Laymen's
under the direction of Mrs.
Fellowship; Diana
Briscoe,
The Reverend Fred Lofton,
Elma Mardis will consist of a
president of the Pilgrim Felreport on the work of the college pastor at Owen collowship. The church budget for
Memphis Council of Church lege, is engaged to preach at Rev. H. H. Battle, pastor of 1963 will • be adopted, and
Women and consideration of a the 11 a.m. worship service First Baptist church in Chat- church officers for 1963 will be
community project which the at Second Congregational tanooga, will be the guest
women of Second Church will church, 764 Walker ave., Sun- speaker for the Brotherhod elected.
work on in 1963. Hostesses for. day, Jan. 27. The Reverend of Metropolitan Baptist church those who wish to remain after
the meeting v-ill be: Mrs. Mar- John Charles Mickle, pastor of during the 39th annual Broth. the morning service.
S. G. Cochrane is general
tha House, Miss A. Howard, the church, will be out of the erhood program to be presentcity attending the second ed there on next Sunday at chairman, Robert Ross chairMrs. Edith Hubbard, Mrs.
United Church Assembly at 3:15 p.m.
man of the Finance Commit1 Willette Humphrey, and Mrs. Hotel Sheraton-Gibson, CincinDinner will be served in tee, and Gamaliel Black pubA. S. Hunnicutt.
nati, Ohio.
the church dining room for licity chairman.

Women's Fellowship
To Meet January 21

SAVE 8c.I.uhon lner,

Pastor Speaks
At 2nd Congregational ChaHanoogan To

Speak Sunday At

1

• •
Where You're
Always Among
Friends!
You'll enjoy shopping Big Star
where you're always among
friends & where prices are right,
clerks polite!

• •

The Favorite
Family Friend
Jack Sprat

Cm\
1
itexSpra,

• •

;:ck Sprat offers you over 200 varieties
of fine family foods! Jack Sprat Labels are
worth ,1'2 .each to your church, civic group
or charitable organization. Mail or bring to
Air-Press Advertising Agency,
2071 Union Ave., Memphis, Tennessee.

do:
:lei 07:d

milk

Who passed auai January 23.-1962.

each time you buy 2 half-galIons of

Sadly missed by:
Mrs. Minnie Williams, Wife
Mrs. dry Williams. Sister

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

The Family Favorite
Quality Stamps!

)r)CART HOME SAVINGS!
DELIVERY

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

SERVICE
DISAP-

CALL, WRITE or WIRE

Make Yourself Happy!

ORIOLE DRUGS

CUSTOM

For

FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
1014 MISSISSIPPI

DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
Phone's: WH 2-1721
WI. 11.1255

• •

There are many gifts to please
the entire Family in your
Quality Stamps Gift Book.
Check today for your
home & family needs.

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

POINTING?

Call

•

iOIKS

•

Rev. I. IV. Williams

To Hold Annual
Church Meeting

Sunday School Holds
Panel Discussions

„fill- CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

IN MEMORY OF MY HUSBAND

'TV Gospel Time' Filmed Here

TAILORS

BHS
INC.

IA 7-9320

248 Vance Ave.
Mornoh.s,

Tenn

.1\11i
"YOUR Company Makes Whet You Ask For And
Creator What You Think Of"

•
•
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Collierville
Teen Age News

By Q. T. HUSH
and ORA DOUGLAS

11

This week the light beams
on a very outstanding young
Hello there! This is Q. T. lady. She is Miss Minnie
Minnie
resides
and Ora bringing you the Tompkins.
latest news, gossip and tid- with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
Henry Tompkins, at
bits around Douglass.
2315 Hunter Ave.
AUDITORIUM
In
religious life she is a
Douglass is presently engaged in a series of audi- member of Mississippi Blvd.
Seventh-day
Adventist church.
torium programs on science.
Last Thursday Dr. Sobel, of She is a member of 12-4
Homeroom,
The House of
the science department at
Memphis State university, was Elite, and president of the
Junior
Red
Cross.
the speaker. His topic the
Next year Minnie plans to
atmosphere."
attend Memphis State
BASKETBALL
universty.
Last Wednesday the Devils
Hats off to a very outstandwere defeated in an exciting ing
young
lady, Minnie
basketball game by the Les- Tompkins. ter Lions. The score was 57- TOP TEENS
56. Friday the Devils were
Gracie Hardy, Velma Thomtrounced
by
the Melrose as, Helene Flippin, GwendoGolden Wildcats 72-41. That's lyn Jones,
Thelma Beloch.
ail right boys, fight on!
Harvey Tharp, Andrew Hall
Monday, January 14, The Clifton Dates,
Henry Ambrose,
Devils beat the Manassas Ti- Sidney
Brown,
Sterling
gers 63-41.
Thompson.

By PE.;CIE JONES

By GUEST WRITER
Spotlight — This week our
spotlight falls on Miss Lowes
(Ribes, who lives with her
mother, Mrs. La‘a Gober, at
270 Baily. Miss (;ober is a
member of the St. Mark M.
B. Church, where she is a
member of the Jr. choir, also
a member of the "Ruckett's
STILL SEEKING 'DIVINE GUIDANCE'
Social Club."
In school she is a member
Bishop St. Psalm, fasting for 15 to 20 days as he awaits the
"divine answer" to uhether he should continue to make or the NHA and Glee club.
illegal holy nine in his church, is wheeled into the grand Upon graduation she plans
attend Tennessee A & I
jury in Nashville, Tenn., coffin and all, to testify on a bad to
State university. So good I
check charge he brought against another man. The bishop,
luck Lowes.
Estes. nho financed the religious training et
BILLY SOL ESTES isecond from right) oc%hose real name is Bernard Swain, has planned to star in
(True Facts) Did you know: cupies seat of honor in the Addison Road
the students surrounding him, spoke to a
the coffin until he gets his answer — or dies.
Charles, Dewey, Cleather, Church of Christ in Cleveland, Ohio, while
group of 300 people at the Church of Christ.
William and Christine really
chatting with one of the religious students.
had a date Saturday Night.
Leeaster Sullivan is a good
driver (isn't that right Bettye
Ann). Jessie thinks that it is
still Halloween.
J. B. seem's to be letting his
love for Barbara die.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — was rolled into the court house
The children on bus no 74
by helpers.
(UPI) — A minister conare happy.
But a problem immediately
George Wilson will try to
victed of brewing moon- arose—the helpers couldn't get
By COBY SMITH AND
along with just four girls.
right to vote is the most imthe coffin in the elevator to get get
e
n
shine — which
he
calls
CLEVELAND, Ohio — back to Texas but would not times what ',c see
BARBARA DUNCAN
Bettye
Ann and Bettye Lynn's
portant of our American Herieighth-floor grand
to
the
it
up
great value."
SPOTLIGHT
new years resolution was to (UPI) — Billie Sol Estes, ansy!'er how toile he wee stay- is not of
Wine" — in
"Holy
his jury room.
tage.
Among the 15 or 20 white
ing in Cleveland. Described by
This week marked the beIntroduction ceremonies for church arrived in court in a They finally solved the prob- go to Mississippi more than convicted and bankrupt observers as stiff and straight persons in the audience, not
ginning of strenuous campaign
the A. E.. league Chapter of coffin to testify in a worthless lem by standing the coffin on ever.
newsmen, were memcounting
repeated
wound up laced, he frequently
for the five candidates seeking
Top Couples: Bettye Ann, Texas financier,
end.
Junior Classical League (Na- check case.
a tour of churches in the the phrase, "I see love and bers of other Church of Christ
the vice presidency of the
Charles
Bevley—Debora,
and
tional Latin Club) were held Bernard Swain, who refers to Then Swain changed his mind
congregations in Cleveland.
love kindness in your eyes."
Manassas High Student CounMorris and Dorthy—Montine, Midwest with a. talk on
recently in a closed meeting.'himself as Bishop St. Psalm, re- about testifying.
Estes spent most of the day
Estes said he recently had
and forgiveness.
cil. The coming election is exBarbara—Bob,
and
William
President Freedie Nolen and treated into the coffin after "Since I'm a minister, I haye
time to study and think about in Indianapolis where he told
speakEstes,
'been
who
has
pected to be the most exciting
and
Brinda
Dewey
Ada,
Mrs. L. T. Brooks, adviser, he was fined $50 on the moon to be ieady to forgive," he said.
ing at Church of Christ things of "true value" and 200 Negroes in a modest
one in the history of Manaslie did not appear before the Standord and Durthy.
are anticipating their annual shine count.
churches in Toledo and Day- came to agree with Solomon church that "if you follow
sas and for a good reason, too.
chapel program in which the He said he would fast and grand wry.
Ohio, and Indianapolis, that all life is "vanity and Christ's life here there will
ton.
The five candidates are Baruntil
he Swain Les maintained he is
inductees will be introducedi meditate in the coffin
was highly predsed by vexation to the spirit. Some- be no problems."
Ind.,
bara Duncan. Lorenzo Chilwheth.
God
word
receives
from
fastirg am will continue to do
to the student body.
about 10 local ministers durdress, Ronnie Morris, Charles
er he should make more of the so until he gets a definite aning his appearance at the Ad•
Diggs, and yours truly, Coby EXAMINATION BALL
-Holy Wine."
swcr about the Holy Wine.
dison Road Church ot Chi ist
Examinations
Vernon Smith.
are finally In the meantime, he charged
Officials have warned they
here.
These candidates are not over but if y our exams were another man with giving him a will arrest him if he mixes up
only tops in their academic like mine, you aren't quite $8.50 worthless check and was any more liquor, but Swain says
Estes answered newsmen's
and leadership endeavors but over them. That's exactly why ordered to appear before the this won't stop Km if he gets By LENETTA BARNETT questions with silence but
they are also, in one way or the junior class is throwing grand jury to testify.
the word to start brewing and PATRICA CUMMINGS leaked for about 30 minutes on
another, close and personal the coolest thing since ice wat- He arrived in the coffin and again.
SPOTLIGHT: The
Detach love and forgiveness to an eser, the Examination Ball.
friends.
timated 250 to 300 persons,
Twins
The five candidates are all Bring your best girl or guy
The spotlight this weeks, most of them Negroes.
members of the junior class, and leave your books, paper
Although his tour is os- CHICAGO, III.—Leaders of nouncen that ten "target citfalls upon a very charming
the four young men are mem- end pencil behind, so we can
pair, the Deloch Twins. tensibly on behalf of the Ni- the nation's major faiths cli- ies" had instituted united
bers of the Ole Timers Social test you on dancing and havand James gerian mission school spon- maxed their historic four-day efforts to break down all racial
By BARBARA LEWIS
president is Miss Marion Rob- J ames Clarence
Club, three of the young men ing a swinging time.
David. 'they are the sons of sored by the church, the col- conference on religion and barriers in community life.
WILLIE
KEARNEY
What's
and
MAE
the
ertson.
said
It
is
and one of the young ladies Everybody's invited, Friday
Mrs. Nazaree Deloch who re- lection, about $100, was ear- race by issuing a firm and FOLLOW.UP PLANS
Now that exams are over, happer ing people are in it,
Murray, speaking for the
are members of the Ebonites night from 7:30-11:00, admismarked for the Toledo congre- emphatic call for racial justice
sides at 469 King Road.
Bonfooling
Bon-tonetts
again,
and
are
we
right
here
conference "Follow-up ComSocial club, one of the fel- sion 50c ,in advance, seventyThe twins are members of gation of the Rev. Floyd Rose, throughout the land.
stepping
around,
looking
on,
Tons?
religious groups
lows is the brother of the five at the door.
the 10-2 homeroom class un- 23, who gave a short but pas- At the same time, they au- mittee," said
president of the Student Coun- If you think you're a good up and checking down the NEWS OF THE WEEK
praising the thorized the naming of a per- in ten cities had been asked'to
speech
sionate
instruction
der
the
of
Mr.
Sandridge, a certain
cil. Another has one of the dancer, here's your chance to latest news around the den
manent interreligious steering provide leadership in an atTexan.
young lady at Lester likes you, Staples. James C. and James
committee to coordinate pro- tack on racial bias on an interhighest averages in the jun- see how you stack up against of the lions.
both
D.
Math.
major
will
in
Rose told the audience how
Isn't that right LB.? During
ior class, and another is. the swinging teens from all over SPOTLIGHT
grams of race relations concerril religious basis.
The Lion's light shines on the lunch hour, the west side and Science. They aspire to Estes paid for hjs (Rose's) edu- in the American religious comThe cities are Atlanta, Ga.,
highest ranking junior officer the city, or want to try yotir
become
doctors.
cation until he wile graduated
temporary secretas4 Chicago, Ill., Detroit, Mich.,
A
munity.
in the NDCC and ROTC units luck at winning the latest Richard Jones. He resides at of Lester belongs to G. Porter
religious
In
life
they
are from McMurray College in
riat to follow up joint Catho- New Orleans, La., Oakland and
throughout the city.
platter, grab your sneaker 433 Carpenter St. He is one and S. Willet. Two Junior affiliated
with
the
Enon Abilene, Tex.
lic, Jewish, Protestant and San Francisco Calif.. St. LouSo trying not to influence and check out the Examina- of the captains of our basket- girls have given the title of Spring Baptist church
as
speech,
At the end of Rose's
Orthodox work initiated in the is, Mo., San Antonio, Texas,
you, vote for the candidate tion Ball in the Manassas ball team and President of our Pocohantas and the last of memb..rs
of
the Sunday he said, "We love and will
the Mohicans of course there
Junior class.
four-day sessions may develop Seattle, Wash., and Pittsburgh,
of your choice because the Gymnasium.
School
Youth
and
(Estes)
the
Choir.
him
continue to love
In religious life, he is a is a Chief Crazy Horse.
into a permanent organization. Pa. Mr. Murray also disclosed
Both on and off campus until we die."
At a recent dance, Lartha
member of Collins Chapel
The joint statement, "An that Washington, D.C., New
Estes
to
their
planeed
go
said
personalities,
pleasing
lie
Church. He is currently one Brown was being guarded
Appeal to the Conscience of York City, and Boston are
and
senses
humor
of
have
of the top scorers of the by Larry Jenes while her pal
the American People," called next in line for the formation
By WILLIF MAE JOHNSON the campus she is a mem- league. Socially he is a mem- Sandra Willis had Rusty made them an asset to their
for the elimination of racial of interreligious programs dechurch
school,
and
eummun-:
& BARBARA ANN FINLEY ber of tne Gracious Ladies, ber of the "Don Juan" club. (Sonney Walker's dog) to k_ep
The deadline for getting barriers, equal voting rights voted to racial problems.
ity.
Conference leaders made
Hello, this is Barbara and Key (Math) Club and Library His favorite saying is "DRIVE her safe.
rosters and news in for for all, and renewed leaderclub
A
twenty-one
gun
salute toi
Willie Mae letting you in on Club. She is one of the Of- ON BROTHER, DRIVE ON." Katheryn Eason, it has been
the "Sweetheart Edition" of ship of churches and syna- clear that delegates had no
a
wondertul
pair
of
young
Thousands roars for this said that Robert Davis is the
the latest happenings around fice Assistants. After Graduthe Tri-State Defender is Sat- gogues in matters of such authority over the 70 religious
represen
Man. Crystal Bynum is telling men.
the Mt. Pisgah High Campus. ation she plan to attend Wilson 'mighty lion.
urday, Feb 9 and all club moral concern es serial dis- organizations
LLL.C.13
- ed. They stressed however,
SPORTS: The mighty Lions Ruben Hall to come the right
Well, they have done it Jr. College. Her ambition is
presidents are asked to see crimination.
Gracious
The
Ladies
of
that "humanity as a whole is
again. Our Quiz Team, on to
become
that their organizations are CONDEMNS RACISM
a
Registered defeated the Hamilton Wild- way.
Joyce Williams has two Mitchell have elected their represented.
cats on the hardwood. They
Saturday, ' January 12, 1982, Nurse.
The "appeal" condemned God's beloved child."
officers
as
President,
follows.
DR. KING'S SPEECH
defeated the Frayser High
January 18, 1963, the Mt. tell us that those Lions really lovers.
The 100th club will be cited racism as "our most serious
Highpoint of the conference
Carolyn Murphy has her Patrice Cummings; vice presi- as the "Star" club of the domestic evil," deplored that
School 1100 to 1000 on the Pisgah Eagle defeated the rocked that gym.
Alice
dent,
F.
secreHanna;
CLUB NEWS: There is a eyes on a certain Soph. Cm-Quiz 'Em on the Air program, Manassas Tigers A Team 70
"patterns of segregation re- was an address by the Rev.
month.
Leona
tary,
Tharps,
assistant
Dr. Martin Luther Ring, naon WDIA. Students partici- Ito 51 and B team 51 to 35 new club on campus namely delia Porter and Eddie Walsh
For further information on main entrenched everywhere."
the LAS BOSA NOVAS. The have joined the Sunday nite secretary, Bernice Hurt; treas- the subject, call JAckson 8- and asked the American peo- tionally known desegregation
pating were Earlie Biles, Vo- in favor of Mt. Pisgah.
at the movings. Stella Harris urer, Doris Johnson; chaplain, 8397.
ple "to work, to pray, and to leader of Atlanta, Ga., and'
ris Watkin, Jensie M. Motten, NOTICE
and John Jordan have de- Debris Mills; business manand Elverlyn Edward.
act courageously in the cause President of the Southern
We still have girls in the
clared war. Sandra Perry, I ager, Jacquiine Wortham.
of human equality and dig- Christian Leadership ConferOn January 26, 1963, they Miss Mid-South contest and
The symbols of the Grahear that you are really wreckwill go against Geeter. So they need all the help they
nity while there is still time." ence. His continued presence
throughout the four days
ing boys hearts. Frank Wright cious Ladies bares the inwatch out Geeter. Stepping can get. So whAT is your
Various auxiliaries at First ADOPTED UNANIMOUSLY among the religious groups
and Earncstine Cage are as signia of an orchid and a
into our spot light is Marlon Mt. Pisgah spirit? They are
The statement, read to dele- lent additional weight to their
I tight
as ever. Faye Ward is string of pearls, which means Baptist Church on Broad ave.,
Green, a Senior, the daughter Marlon Green, the spotlight
gates at the final plenary ses- intense deliberations.
saying to Thomas Parham delicacy, purity, precious and has -mapped plans for this
of Mr. & Mrs. Frank Green and Earlie Biles one of the
year's activities, announced the sion by the Very Rev. Msgr. Dr. King told an overflow
that's the way love is. Henry flawlessness.
Sr. of 2202 Berryhill Road, quiz students.
The members were chosen church reporter, Ronald G. Daniey M. Cantwell. chaplain audience that the churches
Wilson seems to be giving his
Arlington, Tenn. She is a
It would be nice if:
a the Catholic Interracial need to assume a "prophetic
point to Thelma Downey as in accordance to grades, at- Williams.
member of the Morning Grove
Portia
13:11,
Scherezade
titude, co-operation, trustRev. H. C. Cherry is the Council of Chicago, was adopt- role and do it now." The oftfar
as
love
and
affection
are
Baptist church. bier pastor Jones and
Essie
ed unanimously by the almost repeated cliches, "the time is
Slogger
By JOSEPH YOUNG
concerned. Eunice Logan is worthiness, dependability and pastor.
is Rev. Joe Allen Jr.
would stop trying to break
700 clergy and lay delegates, not ripe," and Negroes ate
saying I don't worry. Norma of course graciousness. The
At the church she is the between Earlie Biles and TEEN OF THE WEEK:
representing the Catholic faith, not culturally ready "are a
This week our green and Taylor and B.T. Cole planned advisor is Mrs. E. H. McFer- "Maniac" (TR.) gave her for
secretary
of the
Sunday Cleauther Morris.
Protestants a n d Orthodox stench in the nostrils of God,"
ren.
Christmas.
School, BTU and Directress
If Bettye Irving would put gold light glitters on a very a big week-end. Marion Robcommunions, and Jewish re- he said.
intelligent ertson and Howard Wrister I SPY
attractive
and
Dailey Coleman going fur- ligious life in the nation. Mon- "Now is the
of the Junior Choir. Around eating before boy,,.
time to realize
Theold saying "Seeing is ther North, to seek companyounglady. She resides at are mighty good for each
- — —
signor Cantwell was chairman the American dream. Now is
Believing" is one of our fav- ionship.
354 G. Wellington with her1 other.
the
Committee.
Drafting
of
the time to transform the
orites, for we see each and
guardian Mrs. S. N. GoldsEddie Alexander making it
every thing that happens on his business not to be seen Presiding at the historic bleak and desolate midnight of
borough.
closing day session was Dr. man's inhumanity to man into
this campus, and off. Stella with, around or near Peggy
In religious life she is an
Benjamin E. Mavs, President a glowing daybreak of justice
Works trying to teach Law- Moore,
active member .of Mt. Nebo
of Morehouse college, Atlanta, and freedom. Now is the time
rence King the words to
Baptist church. On campus she
Lamar Wallace trying ,to and confereve chairman.
to open the doors of opportun"Two Lovers" but, he just choose between the great and
is a member of the Deb-teens
Also at the final session in- ity to all of God's children."
won't catch on.
and also a majorette. She
small.
dications were already evident In a message to the ConferLenetta Barnette sporting
hasn't decided upon the colJame§ Crittenden leaving that the concerns of the con- ence President Kennedy exALEXANDRIA, Va. - the sweetheart's ring that the love like it is.
lege she plans to attend, but
ference were being carried out pressed his wholehearted sup(UPI) — The Federal Apthose who know her feel that
.11111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111I11111111111111111I11111111 in communities when A. Har- port of the aims and purposes
peals Court refused to deshe will be a success someold Murray of New York an- of the interreligious meeting.
lay its ruling directing the
day.
all-white Clemson College
Three cheers, many bows
of South Carolina to admit
and loads of hand shakes for
Harvey Gantt, the Negro transthis lovely young lady. Yes,
fer student from Iowa State
I'm speaking of none other
University.
than Miss Arenthia Leath.
'GREENSBORO, N. C. - - (UPI: — Henry E. Frye, 30The school's attorneys said
PUBLIC NOTICE:
year-old local Negro attorney, was-sword•ln as an assistant
they would take the case to
There was an assembly on
U. S. district attorney for North Carolina's Federal Middle
the U.S. Supreme- Court in their
Safety given in our auditoriDistrict.
attempt to block the student',
um Monday morning JanuFrye thus becomes the first member of his race in modattempt to register at the co]
ary 14. 1963, sponsored by
ern times to be named to such a post. Attorney General
lege next Monday.
the Physical Education deRobert Kennedy announced the appointment several weeks
partment. Miss Clara MorriNEW ZETA BASHEUS — Mrs. son, introduced some
ago.
very Andrew Frierson, bass-bariAnn& M. Naylor, teacher at charming young ladies who tone, will be the featured soloFederal Judge L. Richardson Preyer of Greensboro adShannon Elementary school, gave us some tips on safety ist In the new Radio City Music
ministered the oath in a ceremony attended by about 100
has succeded Mrs. Loretta H. and how to prevent accidents Hall stage show opening on
judges, attorneys and friends of Frye.
The Memphis Baptist Broth- Kateo as basilens of Alpha Eta in the home and school.
"The office of U. S. attorney represents the United
Thursday. January 17. The
erhood will be guests of Zeta chapter of Zeta Phi Beta
TREATMENT
0
A group of young men dem- spectacle, accompanying
States of America," Preyer told Frye. "That is to say it repthe
Greater White Stone Baptist sorority, Inc. Mrs. Naylor
onstrated what to do if a new
I
THE WORLD'S BEST HAIR OIL
la
resents all the frople of the United States ... and the manfilm attraction, "Days of
church. 424 McEwen pl., on graduate of
I
Mississippi Indus- person would get broke up Wine and Roses" starring
ner in which you perform the duties vitally affects the reSunday. Jan. 27, at 11 a.m.
4324 Page Blvd.
trial college at Holly Springs, in a mine cave-in. Some of Jack Lemmon and Lee Remick,
St.
Louis
13,
spect
people
Mo.
give
the
1
laws."
Rev. A. R. Williams, the pasthe rules that were given
"I hope to be considered as another appointment to
tor, will deliver the sermon Miss., and holds a master of are: (I Keep victim lying will also feature the Rocketing,
arts degree from Atlanta uniduring morning worship.
the office of assistant district attorney and not just a Nedow level except in case of the Ballet with soloists Helen
0. J. Armstrong is president versity. She is active in civic, head injury; (2) Only move Wood and Eugene Slavin, other
gro," said Frye. He will serve under U. S. District Attorney
of the Memphis Baptist Broth- educational and religious or- victim from place that fur- guest artists and the Sympho*illiam Murdock of Durham.
—(AGENTS WANTED)—
ganizations.
erhood.
C.
ther danger is out.
ny Orchestra.
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YOUR HAIR IS YOUR GLORY:
—If Your Hair Is Falling
—Your Scalp Itching
—Too Much Dandruff

White Stone Will
Host Brotherhood
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"WHEN I was a little email boy,"
said Simple, "I used to set a rope swing in
my Pncle Tige's backyard. The swing were
attached to en apple tree which were a
very old apple tree, and big for an apple
tree, and it did not no longer bear apples,
but it was a very good tree for a swing for
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"Later I could. Later I could stand up in
that swing and pump myself away way

Greatest Enemy

up into the air in that swing, almost ea
high as the limb on which the swing were
tied. On, remember very well that swing
when I were a child. 4 wonderful swing!
"Life," continued Simple, "is like a
swing. When young, somebody else must
push you, guide you, because your feet are
too short to touch the ground, too short

The last line in the Jaycee Creed — Hollis Price and a Charles Dinkins are
"That Service To Humanity Is The Best doing for higher education — nor what a

✓ praise. And by the same token something is drastically wrong with people in a

community who do not single out their
praiseworthy people.
I am happy that the Memphis Pane
Hellenic Council singled mit a person to
raise for noble work to the community.
Too often in our self-centeredness we
contribute too generously to the inhuman
ction man perpetrates upon man. — Thus
an becomes man's greatest enemy — the
eurce of most of his woes.
We should take time out to see and
.raise the accomplishments of others.
• We should not let go unnoticed what a

Louis Hobson, a Jesse D. Springer, a Robert . Morris, a Melvin Conley, a Floyd
Campbell and many others like them are
attempting to do for secondary education.
We take too lightly the spiritual values
being imparted by men like Jim Lawson,
Blair T. Hunt, S. A. Owens, Sr., H. Clarke
Nabrit, W. C. Holmes, W. L. Varnado, A.
McEwen Williams, A. B. McEwen, Bishop
Smith, J. 0. Patterson, D. S. Cunningham
and others who are Ministers of the gospel.
Short is the memory in the area of civil
rights—we forget such fighters as Maxine
Smith, Jesse Turner, Vasco Smith, H. T.
Lockard.
I could continue into many other areas
of endeavors — and in each there are persons doing praiseworthy work
Let us not be selfish. Let us see and
recognize the good in others.

6evere Setbacks

On Your Own
"THEN BY and by, you can stand
up and swing high
swing high, high,
way high up, very high, and you are on
your own. How wonderful it is to stand
up in the swing, and swing all by yourself!

peaceful actions to be pursued."

Yet the fighting did not stop. In
uick successive moves the UN troops
eized Kaminaville and Jadotville;
he latter is a key rail and mining
enter.
This put U Thant in an uneviable
tosition. Was he deceiving world
pinion—and the Belgians and Brit;eh who had promised to cooperate
• reconciliation if fighting stopped?
Sr was there some other explanation?
' ere was. There had been a "serious
sreakdown in effective communicaion and coordination" between the
N in New York and Leopoldville.
The UN army had taken Jadotville
without orders.
We recall the drive by Gen. Doug-

NOTWITHSTANDING

TOO COLDLY

The Negro's position in the United
States is much, much worse than many of
the most dedicated Freedom Riders realize. A tighter economic "squeeze" is being placed on Negroes. Many Negroes are
learning that every time they make an application for a job.•
Too many Negroes are learning it, the
hard way, every time they apply for a welfare check. They see it in the cold eyes of
personnel directors in the employment offices of big concerns . . . who politely, but
in a too coldly efficient manner, let it he
known that there's no place for a man or
woman of color in their 'Outfits. Negroes
are beginning to catch the hint that something is seriously amiss in the road to
racial progress, when they have it more
and more frequently thrown up to them
that the jobs are there . . . but for eply
"qualified" people.
Negro youngsters . .. even in segregat-

ed schools are having it brought home to
them by the ugly statistics which drive
it home to them that they are "behind" in
educational achievement ... and will most
likely remain in the position of "lag" . . .
coming from a "laggieg" institution, ad,
ministered and mapped by "lagging"
teachers.
LAGGING TEACHERS

And the Negro youngsters who "es
cape" to the token integration existing
most places in the country, are having it
"brought home" to them by the strictly
"impersonal" teaching they are receiving
at the hands of their white teachers.
Of course, there's one thing that must
ae said about the Negroes who are attending integrated classes. They are scuffling
harder to make the grade, if they remain
in the institutions. They face a new challenge. As a result the kids work harder.

And that's because they are usually more
or less select, in the first place.
And secondly, the parents of such integrated Negro kids work harder to help
the kid make good. The same parents
would most likely only stand on the sidelines and criticize, if their kids were attending a segregated school. Just can't
help pointing to the fact that too many
Negro parents did too little to help their
kids make good when they sent them to
all-Negro manned schools.
THE LAST MAN
Also, it must be admitted that too many
Negro teachers did too little to make
teaching pay off when they had an unchallenged rnonopply on the attention of
Negro kids in their classes.
But that's neither here nor there, as
ithe saying goes. What's faced now is the
present. Negroes today are not only "the
last man hired and the first man fired"...
much too frequently today, Negroes are
not being hired at all. Negro kids face a
too bleak futere. So bleak until even
Southern Congressmen are being moved
to speak out about the growing seriousness of the situation.
In the meantime, what can the Negro
do about it? Well, the first thing he can do
is face the facts of today's life. He's insisted
to the world that he's a "man"... and now
a cynical world is telling him to prove it
... while still allowing him only one cut
at the ball. The Negro still has only one
chance to get on base. If he misses the
first pitch, however high, wild, or low
he's out.
BETTER TELL SAM
Now, there's nOth'ing new about the
situation, except that before the Negro
had more excuses that the world would
accept. Now the world is turning a deaf
ear to the Negro's excuses for being behind. The world is beginning to point to
the presence of the Negro's "bars" and

the absence of "libraries" in his home.
The symbolism of the whole thing is
that the times are calling for Negroes to
re-vamp their sense of values. Just as the
bars of jim-crow have proved to be intolerable to present generation Negroes
... so must the bars of the vices and shortcomings of his environment become intolerable.
There's no brief here for the Black
Muslims, necessarily, but it must be admitted ... even in the best Negro circles
... that they have something when they
insist that their members give up the
social vices of drunkenness, immorality,
sloth, gambling, irresponsibility, and a
flock of other evils which Negroes themselves can and must control. This is no
sermon ... hut somewhere, someone ... had
better tell Sam the troth. Selah!

swing! But in spite of all and everything,
it is wonderful to swing. Right now we
are swinging into 1963.
"Every twelve months the Lord gives
us a New Year to swing into. In my youthhood I used to swing into the New Year
like gang busters. These past few years I
have come in more quiet like, swinging
in the sway of good resolutions when January comes, and thinking what I have resolved to do the rest of the New Year.
"For one thing, I am going to renew
my membership in the NAACP—the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People—which is a fine organization which does all the work to advance
me without me having to do a thing but
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pay my membership money. The lawyers

and Roy Wilkins does the rest.
Nick

Martin L. King

ALSO, I have resolved to put as much
as I can this year into the collection plate
every time I hear Rev. Martin Luther
King speak, because him and his is making great headway down home where I
am happy to be from.
"I will encourage turning the other
cheek to them crackers as long as it is not
my cheek. I will put cash in the prayer
basket to pray for white souls. And I will
help Rev. King to love them Southern
white folks as long es I do npt have to
live among them myself.
"I will stay up North in Harlem and
contribute from a distance to cheek-turning and praying and loving. Was I to be
down in Georgia, Alabama or Mississippi,
I might get mad, loose my head, and upset the freedom movment.
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Last week as I sat at a banquet table,
waiting my cue from the master of cereonies to make a presentation, I was
hinking about the most suitable words to
. for the occasion. At first I toyed with
he idea of paraphrasing some of the lines
.m the Junior Chamber of Commerce
reed, which expresses adequately some
tf my own personal philosophy.
I clit not use any of the lines from the
reed because I feared the danger of the
• onderful lines involving me in a speech
s• long and inconsiderate of the patience

Stokes

Meaning And Purpose To Human Life.
"That The Brotherhood of Man Transcends The Sovereignty Of Nations,
"That Economic Justice Can Best Be
Won By Freemen Throughout Free Enterprise,
"That Government Should Be Of Laws
Rather Than Of Men,
"That Earth's Great Treasure Lies Ip
Human Personality;
''And That Service To Humanity Is
The Best Work Of Life."
other
.1
guests and members of the PanThe award winner was Mrs. Bernice
Hellenic Council.
Despite the fact that I did not use any A. E. Callaway, who was cited by the
of the lines from the creed, I will give the Memphis Pan-Hellenic Council for "outentire creed here, because it eiremplifies striding work in this community by e
the recipient of the award.
member of a Greek Lettered organiza-

Despite Congo Chao s, River
Classrooms To Enlighten
WA4IIINGTON — (UPI) —
Plans were announced for
floating classrooms to cruise a
Congok•se river as part of an
attempt to "recoup'. the Congo's education losses.
The California-based Agricultural Technical Assistance
Foundation, an agent for the
Congo Polytechnic inatitete, arranged O greipet as part at
an overallprogram to bring

and the State Department's Af-

rican bureau, which called the
program "highly significant."
SMALL GROUP
1-40 it was a small
California
cureli group which donated
the money for the project. The
Los Gatos Methodiet Church
mortgaged its building to raise
$40.000 for an 89- foot - long
host.
The boat, which will he made
secondary education facilities
to people throughout the Congo. In Leopoldville, will have two
he institute has the backing 40-student classrooms, a blackof the U. S. Agency for Inter- smith shop and a country store.
national Development IAID), It will operate along the Kwilu
THE CP r.ED
tion." Mrs. Callaway is a member of Zeta which has am:milted about $2 River, drawing only two feet
"We Believe—That Faith In God flives Phi Beta sorority.
million for various projects. of water.

"The boat will be able to
operate le months of the year,"
Silly M. Starnes, projects director for the foundation, said.
"Every so often we will arrange
a rendezvous so we can fly in
a fresh staff of instructors in
a bush plane."
Starnes and A. C. Kirkland,
Jr , administrator for the foundation, held a series of meetings at the State Department
to discuss the Congo Polytechnic Institute's program. The
institute has 100 teachers at
nine training centers, including the provinces of Leopoldville and Katanga.
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THEY SAID IT

'We
15,000

"The unresolved race question is indeed a pathological infection in our social
and political economy. It is also an obstacle
to a right conscience before God. Our
whole future as a nation and as a religious
people may be determined by what we do
about the race problem in the next few
years. Carefur and responsible thinkers
refer to racism as the core of many of or
problems today. What we do about it is the
ultimate test of our vaunted democratic
way of life. More than this, however, it is
the ultimate test of our onderstanding of
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Christianity, as expressed in the words of
the Divine Master: 'By this will all men
know that you are my disciples, if you
have love for one another.'"

—Albert Cardinal Meyer,
Archbishop of Chicago
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Swings Both Ways
"AS I SWING into the New Year this
year, folks, I do not know whether I will
be swinging upward and outward, or
downward and backward. Swings go both
ways.
— "And colored swings, I means swings
of the so-called-Negro-people, have a way
of meeting so much opposition from man
and nature when on the upswing that they
can not hardly wake the grade. The swing
of life is wonderful, but if you are a colored swinger, you .have to have a stout
heart, pump hard, and hold tight to get
even a few feet above the ground.
"And be careful that ypur neighbor
next door, white, has not halfway cut
your rope, so that just when you are
swinging highest. it will break and throw
you to the ground.
"`I...oqk at that Negro swinging! But
he done fell!' So many years I have swung
into the New Year swinging, but before
Easter comes, T have dope fell.
"I amp speaking from personal experience, me, Jesse B. Semple, better lingwn
as Simple, who wishes you and myself—
anyhow, in spite of all—a HAPPY MEW
YEAR! Someday we gonna swing right
up to the very top of the tree and not fall.
Yes, someday."
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"You will be the one to fall, nobody
else, just you yourself. Yes, life is like a

Negroes will never be first-class citizens as lone as most of the ilk build bars
before they build libraries in their houses
... no matter whether the house is located
on Mitchell Road or South Parkway (East).
And that's not an idle remark, nor one
designed to fill up space. It is this "Corner's" contineing contention that as long as
the black, brown, or beige man's brain is
"Waehed" with the white man's booze (alcohol), Mr. Charlie's got Atomic Age Sam
in the same thralldcun (slavery), that Ole
Marse Pohn Rightoff had Uncle Ned hack
in the days before Emancipation.
It is with a degree of authority that
such a word comes in this space. The one
writing it learned the hard way. And now
like the Bible's rich man Dives there's a
burning desire to get word back to the
"brothers" still on earth, and with time
left to do something about eternal perdition.
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But suppose the rope was to break, the tree
limb strap off when you have pumped
yourself up so high? Suppose it hoes?

BOOZE V5. BOOKS

las MacArthur to the Yalu River in
Korea after he had been ordered to
stop at the "narrow neck." There was
this important difference: The UN
drive was successful: General MacArthur's had been disastrous. But
both, on the face of things, were
cases of the military refusing to accept top-level civilian restraint.
The reason it was important to
exercise caution was that Mr. Tshombe had threatened "total destruction"
of Katanga in a scorched-earth campaign if the UN did not halt its advance.
This was Tshombe's last card, and
many thought he — or his extreme
aides -- would play it if they thought
there was no other alternative except surrender.
Britain and Belgium were pleading with U Thant to keep open another alternative: A face-saving settlement which would appear to have
been negotiated, and which would
keep Thsombe in power as a provincial authority in Elisabethville.
No adequate substitute for him existed, they argued.
U Thant agreed to try this approach for two weeks beginning Dec.
31. Someone in the UN's Congo hierarchy dissented. The Secretary General sent a top troubleshooter, Dr.
Ralph J. Bunche, to the Congo to
make certain that the Thant policy
prevailed.
Dr. Bunche has returned to the
United States and expressed the view
that "With or without Tshombe the
Congo Republic will be unified." And
he added, "peacefully if possible, and
with force if necessary."
This is an optimism we would
much like to share. However, we
fear that Tshombe will always be
troublesome to the central government so long he remains in a position
of influence. The only solution is
either commit him to jail as a traitor
or banish him from the Congo.

0

to start the swing in motion. But later,
you can go for yourself setting down on
the seat of the swing.

NAT D. Wit I MS
Fidel Castro of Cuba was celeorating the fourth anniversary of his
Ile this past week as Moise Tshombe
of Katanga appeared to be celebrating his last.
Both men have suffered severe
etbacks, and both are sorely in need
of face-saving. The United Nations
• fared to save Tshombe's face if he
ould end his rebellion against the
entre' government of the Congo.
Moscow tried to help save Premier
astro's pride by sending a Soviet
tronaut to contribute honeyed
ords to the anniversary celebration.
There was also a third iniident inolving face. It centered on VN Secetary-General U Thant. He told a
•elgian diplomat privately that the
• ilitary phase of the UN operation
n the Congo could be considered as
errninated. Pressed by the British to
ease fire, the Secretary-General also
ave similar assurances.
Shortly thereafter U Thant told
he world publicly the action was
'concluded." He followed this anouncement with a detailed outline
I policy which he said, "Now that
he fighting has stopped, attention
ay again he focused on the course
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boys and girls.
"It were nice to set in this swing
when I was yet a wee small boy and be
pushed by the bigger children because I
was gill too small for my feet to touch
the ground, and I did not yet know how to
pump myself up into the air.

SERVING 1000,000 NEGROS 94 TPII TRIVATII AREA

Work Of Life," adequately describes Mrs.
Callaway's work in this community.
I have often said that it is a very poor
community in which there is not anybody
worthy of being singled out for an award
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Oceanographer Finds Job Chances
Good For Trained Scientists

brother of Grenville Woodson, the first to be built from the ineined on overseas duty for
a mica eneineer, Whe seet'neee! tir. for tiite perpcsc, has approatimetely four years.
On his return to the U.S.
recentle appomted aesistent 4 4940 Velenneter system for
superintendent of the pietriet Ilteerding the temperature and and his release from the servof Columbie School, in chtrill depth Of the watir and the ice, he was unable to obtain
speed with which sound trio- employment as an engineer
of buildings and grounds.
because he had not received
John Woodson deecribed his els through it.
his degree, although he had
15 months of employment at 14141•UARLS IN WARTIME
the Oceepographic Office ea
It is also equipped with a accrued vast experience and
being "interesting, veried and deep echo sounder to calcu- received adequate in-service
educational." fie pointed out late the ocean depths, and a training.
fle, therefore, accepted a
that the field of oceanography, sub-bottom profile to draw a
contrary to popular belief, is geological portrait of the sea job as a housing inspector for
District
government.
liottom. This information is the
not e new one.
Much of the esmipment in very valuable in the time of Meanwhile, he designed and
supervised the construction of PRO-RED MIME MINISTER cheddi fatten and his Chiuse today ;$ on the same basic war.
cage-burp wife, Janet, talk over plans for British Guiana
A motive of Washington, many buildings including priprinciples pp thet in use fleetly
shops, when the small South American nation gets Its independence
a hundred rem ewe. AtirIng Woodson received his early vate residences, bakery
from Great Britain. More than half of the country's 600,000
the past U yams,. howtveri edecetion et Dunbar High apartment houses, and e volthe
citizens have their origin in India while 35 per cent are
the militery requireMenta 04$1 School; earned his B.A. degree unteer fire department in
Negrepe.
the need fur good spumes of Ill Urban Planning and Goo- District of Columbia and suareas.
burban
food other then coneentional pipit)/ f;; George Washington
In order to do this work
completed
end
ones have forced icenndous PritYllrsity,
with, and
advances in marine research tworthirds el a civil engineer- he had to be familiar
ing course at Howard Ueiver- adhere to, the building, zonand technology.
ing and inspection regulations.
"The need for ocemlnitrilphY pity when he was recalled to
This he was able to do efis reflected in the nation's ective duty with a Corps of fectively under the license and
the
during
engineers
Army
a
by
exuniversities
rapidly
supervision of his famous fathpanding curriculum in this and Keirtaiin Wes.
GEORGETOWN — Now a 1961, and since then has been
While in the service he er, who will be remembered
allied fields," declared Woodcontinued his training, grad- by old-time Washingtonians, British colony on the northeast carrying on a propaganda
son.
not only as a prominent en- coast of South America, soon campaign to indoctrinate the
It has been further empha- Wing from the Topographical
JOHN D. WOODSON examines instrument known by ocean- sized by the Navy's construc- School at MpDill Air Force gineer, but also as a long-time will gain its independence, people in Communist ways.
There arc some indications
ologists as "Mansen Bottle," used for measuring temperature tion of a new 208-foot vessel, Best; in Florida. He graduated civic leader in the far North- and all signs point to its beeast section.
coming another Communist that this campaign is not uniof the ocean at a given point. It also records depth at which specially equipped for ocean- from both the Officer CandiIt might be recalled that
in the Western versally popular. Last Februographic research. This ship, date School, Corps of Engin- for many years the senior stronghold
the temperature was taken.
ary, following the grunting of
Hemisphere.
eering Officer School at Fort
Woodson served as spokesman
The spadework for the take- internal self-government to
Belvoir, Virginia.
'He also has studied at the for the Far Northeast Bound- over by the Reds is far along. British Guiana by Great BriCommand and General Staff ary Civic Association in its The country now is governed tain, there were a series of
School at Leavenworth, Kan. fights for the improvement of by a freely-elected,- pro-Corn- political riots in Georgetown
highways, immist regime, headed by ad- that caused Six deaths.
sewers,
A former captain of the Corps zoning,
An international inquiry
of Engineers, U. S. Army, fecilities in that area.
mitted Communist Dr. Cheddi
Woodson served not only as SMALL SALARY
Jagan, the premier. Most of conunittes, appointed by Brian engineering officer in AL1SThe junior Woodson fol- the key positions in his Peo- tain to investigate the causes
of these riots, just turned in
An open meeting of the South Via and Germany during the lowed his father's career 4n- ple's Progressive Party also
its report.
Side Conservation Association post World War II period, but lit he found it necessary to are held by pro-Reds.
About the size A Minnesota,
It found that the disorders
will be held on Tuesday, Jan. also served with the U. S. take a more steady job in or2, in the Washington Park Bureau a Public Roads in the der to support a growing fam- British Guiana is a poor land. had been brought on largely
Both military and political by resentment against Pr. JaField House. The association Republic of Honduras ond in ily. He than accepted employpi farmer with giving him the will have as guest speaker, HOD.
ment with the Beach and Soil leaders in the United States gen and fear of the "ComThe 27-year dream of a
rudiments of an education and Vernon Jarrett, who will talk GOOD EXAMPLE
Erosion Board of the Army and other South American munist tendencies" of his gpvself - educated Tennessee
instilling in him a. feeling of on "Urban Renewal and ComWoodson is a good example Corps of Engineers — a job countries are deeply worried ernment.
man, who rose from povcomplete equality.
of .what a young man can ac- which required engineering that Moscow will move into NO TOURIST Lung
munity Partiripation."
erty to success in blisineSS
"As a small boy, I slept in Jarrett is director of research complish if he has the deter- duties but paid a clerical sal- the country—once it has its
British Guiana has little to
the same bed with him and for the Chicago Metropolitan mination to achieve in the face ary.
and a position of high reindependence, which already recommend it to tourists.
he taught me my ABC's and Mutual Aesurance Company of discouraging circumstances. It was then that he entered has been guaranteed by Great About the only thing worth
spect in his community, is
how to write," Gray recalls. and editer of the publication Called into the Army as a re- evening school at George Britain — to cause agitation seeing
is Kaieteur Falls,
nearing fruition.
on integratiqn, 'Urban Life."
Speaking
Back in 1936, Will W. Grae,
which can he reached from
serve officer while a junior en- Washington University, com- and threats to neighbors.
Gray charged that many Ne- The housing field is one in gineering etudent at Howard pleting a course as a geogra- POLYGOT LOT
Georgetown by an overland
former owner and director of
groes are "not ready." "We which Jarrett has devoted much University, young Woodson re- pher (city planner).
a Memphis, Tenn., private deThe 600,000 citizens of Bri- route using boat, truck and
It was from the latter civil tish Guiana—half of whom shoe .ather.
must first learn to live with time and energy, having served
tective agency, started dreamservice register, and under live in Georgetown, the' capione another," he explained. as field secretary to the Nein pf and planning a trip to
MIt in all, the trip takes
the government policy of mer- tal and largest city-are a about : a' week this way. By
"The white man doesn't hate tional Asiecietion of Heal All Races Found
ia, the West African
it hiring set forth by the Pres- polygot lot.
Us for color, but for our cha- Estate Brqkers, Inc., for three
cou try which was settled
plant the falls can l.)e visited
racter." he added.
PORT - OF - SPAIN, Trini- ident's Committee on Equal
over 130 yeaes ago by descenyears and as officer-in-charge
in a day, leaving Georgetown
their
have
half
than
More
"I bellowed in Memphie of the Englewood Renewal Site dad — Newest nation in the Employment Opportunity, that
dants of American Negro
in India, 35 per cent in the morning, returning in
when the average Negro wife Office for the Department of Caribbean is Trinidad and Woodson was selected for his origins
slaves.
are
11 per cent are the evening.
Negroes,
scared to bellow," Gray said Urban Renewal. prior to 014 Tobago, southernmost, islands present position.
In November of this year,
The falls have a drop of
four per cent
about
mixed,
Thus, he became one of the
emphatically.
he was a newspaper reporter in the West Indies.
Gray who now lives quietly in
741 feet, and a width of 300
With a population of more few Negroes to work off-shore are white, plus a few Chinese.
CALLED 'SMART'
for the Chicago Defender and
Chicago's Englewood section
Dr. Jagan is an East Indian, feet. The plane to and from
is on 5 ship, performing the
than 827,000, Trinidad
"They called me a "Smart the Associated Negro Press.
at 7340 S. Peoria since his reson of a plentation over- Georgetown is a flying boat
the
technical
little yellow n
and said I The South Side Conservation racially one of the most highly intricate and
tirement two years ago, hopes
WILL W. GRAY
He was educated as a and it lands upstream from
seer.
the
by
Oceanoought to be run out of town," Association is i.pe of the old- heterngenons islands in the work required
to lead a delegation of at least
in the United States. the falls.
dentist
Woodson
John
Office.
graphic
30 or 40 American Negroes on Tennesseeen admits, when he the wiry former detective est conservation groups on the world. About half the citizens
There's a trail to the brink,
While in the U.S. he mara good will visit to Liberia. predicted, at 14, an eventual laughed." Gray trained many South Side. The SSCA was are'Afeican origin, a third hopes to make a new career
other lookout
of the first Negro policemen founded by Mrs. Anisette B. ark originally from India. as an oceanographer in which ried Janet Rosenberg, consid- and paths to
Object of the voyage, ac- "United States of Africa."
Guianans to be a long- points. These falls, incidentalcording to Gray, is to "build "I feel the time is near when in Memphis and helped c4r- Morris and has as its currept There are also many British, his engineering training and ered by
president, Charles T. DaVte, French, Spanis h, Chinese, experience will stand him in time, card-carrying Commun- ly, are five times higher than
a stronger tie of friendship there will be one big country il two race riots.
ist. Jagan became premier in Niagara.
good stead.
Portuguese and Syrians.
A veteran of World War I, 4821 Fon•estville.
between the people of Liberia for the black man, where he
and the people of th:: United can grow as big as he wants Gray spent 24 months in
France, where he was known
to," Gray said.
States."
"The Jew is going back to as "Little Sgt. Dynamite." He
ROOTS CLOSE
"Historically and culturally, Israel and doing a wqnderful was scheduled for promotion
"Liberia's job in building up that coun- to second lieutenant when
contends,
Gray
roots are more closely inter- try. Why can't we do the Armistice came.
Gray is being aided in his
twined with those of the Unit- same?" he added.
plans for the sea voyage tp
editates than any other na- MEMPHIS ROSH
Will Gray was born in Mem- Liberia by Overseas Travel
in the world." The two
t
n• ne have helped each other phis on Nov. 4, 1895, of hum- Agency. They are negotiating
in peace and i.i war for more ble parentage. He went to with a. Loop bank in an effort
than 130 years, Gray pointed school one day — at about the to set up a time peyenent plan.
Gray, the spark plug of
age of 8 or 9. Young Gray's
out.
The former Mernphian has formal education ended that the proposed trip, points out
at Nashville where he received the gifts that God has given
By BOB HUNTER
been an ardent booster of first day when a teacher want- that the venture is strictly a
bachelor of theology de- him.
his
the
that
and
one,
Africa since his early teens. ed to whip him. He left the non-profit
gree. The very next day he NAACP WORK
The Chicago branch of
People called young Gray school and never returned. tour is not restricted solely to
enrolled at Tennessee State (C.) Man is a social being
He credits a white Mississip- Negroes.
the National Association
"a fool," the quiet-spoken
University, where he received and must get alpng with peofor the Advancement of
his bachelor of science degree. ple, his family and other races
Colored People begins an,
Still not satisfied with his of society. It is in this conneceducation, Rev. Daniel enrolled tion that Rey. Paniel believes
other attack on discriminaat Austin Peay State College his NAACP work has its chief
tion and segregation this
in Clarksville, Tenn. Eventu- value.
nuanth, led by Rev. Wilbur N.
ally, he was awarded a master
"Human rights are social
Dpniel, pastor of Antioch Misof arts degree in social science. rights that belong to everysionary Baptist Church, 415
While attending these vari- one," he says. "I have always
ous institutions of education, felt that the church has a reW. &Ilielewood Ave.
Rev. Daniel also served as sponsibility to fight for socipl
Rev. Daniel elected presipester at magy of the churches justice. Christ himself stood
dent or %tie organization for
Lurknow?
they
are
reg"Where
poiice
Colonial
them.
ing
in the areas. In Clarksville he for it when he was on this
py J. H. WINCHESTER
the next two yews, possesses
ularly round up hundreds of ing in shadows, gleaning suswas pastor of St. John Baptist earth."
great intelligence and spirituNASSAU, The Bahamas the refugees, then deport them tenance where and how they
Church and president of the
On June 5, 1960, Rev. Danalhas
he
and
illumination
al
can, like the packs of wild
Tennessee Baptist School,
iel was awarded the doctor pf
— A new exodus from a to Haiti.
ways sought to serve God and
ProvNew
inhabit
that
dogs
ANTIOCH
TO
CALLED
divinity degree by Virginia's
In 1961, according to Immihis fellowiptip with nrinsual
Lsn thetlit@r§liip is p9t1r- gieition
Department rewords, idence Island most probebly. energy and singleness of purFreest there he was celled to -,heological Seminary in the
frig into this British colony. some 1,300 Haitians were "Eventually most of them
Chiin
Church
Baptist
Antioch
person of its president, Dr. M.
pose.
cago. His subsequent arrival C. Allen.
Till are Haitian refugees shipped back from Nassaus to will fall into the police net, His great administrative
marked a new era in the
He holds that the answers to
fillorig the regime of Pres- Haiti. So far in 1962, more be rounded up like animals, ability can be seen in the phechurch's activities.
one's own problems can be
been deport- put in a pen and sent back
that has takArsphlb
ident Francois Devalier in than 1,000 have
nomenal
Speaking on his third deci- found in prayer. He does not
home to await their oppored.
en place at Antioch since-Re
their island homeland.
sion, which is to live right, make a move without praying
"Life was bad in Haiti," one tunity of trying again."
there
duties
pastoral
assumed
Rev. Daniel says; "Religious for help and guidance. Rev.
"We now have more than of the refugees reported. "We The editorial continues:
on March 7, 1957. Under his
leaders should always be aware Daniel prays twice daily.
sothing, but here it is "Can nothing be done with- astute leadership the rhureb
15,000 Haitians in the Bahaof the pitfalls that snare some FOURTH PART
mas," reports H. Staurt Hall, worse 'for us. We have no in the framework of the Unit- was enabled to move from its
ministers. The Lord's work
The fourth basic part of man,
the colony's chief immigration food, no way of living and no ed Nations for one of the va- location at 5129 Indiana Ave.,
ppn be hampered by shady according to the minister, is
officer. 'lost of them have security against being arrested ried localized Caribbean or- to its present magnificent ediliving. We are not dealing his spiritual being. Ile says:
entered illegally, smuggled in at anytime. We are like ganizations to prevent this fice on 13...1.-41 Aw.
with perfection necessarily, "The soul is that part of a man
traffic in misery and ultiby small boats and put ashore beasts."
As long as he can remember
but with a sound moral life." which is next to God. His
mate heartbreak and humilia- Rev. Daniel has had a desire
DO NOT GET ASYLUM
at night."
Concerning his fourth pre- spiritual nature is the connecWhile many Bahamians Vans tion?"
apd a yearning to be a minisIn Nassaus, where twocept, Rev. Daniel strives to tion that he has with the
ter. As a Child 'he peetiehet1
thirds of the refugees event- pathize with the refugees, the CONSUL WARNED
preach the whole truth as re- Lord."
REV. wItioug
PANIEL
ually wind tip, there are no colonial government an far has Clement S. Benoit, former Dinerals for the animals that
Besides being pestor of Anvealed by the Holy Spirit in
organized efforts to take care refused to grant political asy- Haitian consul in the Baba- died on his parents' farm. He ards, who has been a source of who is hurt, who criticizes it, the Divine Scriptures.
tic)* and the new president
comis
of the Haitians such as Cuhap lum to theee who two them-arias, who was dismissed from was
ilit1111111-Y 1 1918 in afliength and inspriatidn te or who is against it.
life
of the Chicago chapter of the
He believes that
refugees are handled in Miami. selves in and ask for it.
his post by President Duvalier, Louisville, Kentucky.
After answering the cell to posed'of four basic parts: (A.) NAACP, Rev. Daniel has found
him ever since. The couple
Most of the Haitian refugees "I regret that there is no now lives in Nassau and claims He worked on the farm and have two sons, Wilbur Nathan, the ministry in Fort Wayne, Man is a physical being and time to serve as vice chairman
congregate in Nassau's older, possibility of treating Hai- that he is supported by ?..000 in a brickyard, and attended jr., and Richard Eugene.
Ind., in 1943 he set Put to put must protect his health end of the trustee begird of the
native quarter, uilding mis- gape who enter the colony Haitians in his crusade against elernrrttwrY vehoce in West
Me has always lived by the first et these four points strength in order to embody Chicago Baptist Institute, first
erable shacks.
illegally as political exiles end the present regime in Port-au- Point, Ky. He commuted week- what he terms his "four pre- into operation. This was done all that God has reveled to vice president of the Northwood River district Association
no granting rstsidence." Colonial Prince.
ly to Central High School in cepts." They are: 1. To study by enrolling in the Fort
have
Haitians
The
(B.) Man is a mental being of Chicago and Vicinity and
status, rights or official rec- Secretary K. M. Walmsley has Colonial officials here, how- Louisville, graduating in 1936. hard, 2. To pray often, 3. To Wayne Bible Institute.
Following two years there and must develop his intellec- conductor of the senior deever, keep a wary eye on him
On August 15, HIM Rev. ' eight ;owl.4, To preach the
olkon and, so far, the Ba- resorted.
his Haitian Patriotie Daniel alliEr;i9d his FJ1111411P90 wh* trqb g Jg was led hy he enrolled at the American tual nature through schooling partment of the National StznIn a recent editorial, The and
s government has not
1
sweetheart, Marguerite Rich- the Holy Spirit, regardless Of Baptist Theological Seminary end training in order to use day School Congress.
ed out any policy regard- Nassau Guardian commented: Movement.
w
WASHINGTON,D. C. —
"Opportunities for trained
scientists are now good and
will be for some time in the
futute." This is the opinion
of John D. Woodson, an oceanographer employed at the United States Naval Oceanographic Office in Washington, D.C.
Woodson made this observaNC shortly after his return
the
from
Caribbean area
where he served with a team
of oceanographers measuring
the depths of the ocean and
sampling materials contained
in the harbor bottom.
His theory was later borne
out by Charles Kimmons, the
chief scientist heading a contingent of 15 scientists assigned to a new oceanographic
ship recently launched for the
purpose of plumbing the secrets of the Atlantic's depths.
In commenting on this new
vessel, Kiznmons said: "This is
a golden opportunity for an
oceanographer."
It was not surprising that
John Woodson entered such a
technical field since he is the
son of pioneer civil engineer,
11"ard D. Woodson, iind the
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LAKEVIEWING WITH GERRI

To Celebrate 3rd
Anniversary, Jan.

the last one.
EXAM TIME
With semester exams ending School manna in Lakevieik The LaFabulous Socialiand
for the younger set in high returning to the classroom this
discussed plans for
school and perhaps beginning second semester. are Mrs. Jo- Aid club
celebrating
its third anniver(Barbara.)
Atkins,
who
is
seph
we
wish
collegians,
for the
for the former group success going to Wisconsin Elemen- sary Jan. 27 during a recent
in passing and will list a few tary, Mrs. Cenner (Lois) meeting at the home of :Mr.
'hints for the latter group Pointer to A. B. Hill and your and Mrs. P. Brown of McLewhich may help in scoring scribe is journeying to Car- more live.
ver High.
better on tests.
Refreshments were served
• • •
To make good grades on
following the business session.
tests and examinations ,so vi- Principal Atkins of Corry Mrs. Arilla Miller is the club's
tal to school success and col- Junior High, traveled to Nash- president.
lege entrance, a student will ville this weekend to a Tenneed three forms of prepara- nessee Educational meeting
along with Bill Little, who viewite. has recently become
,
tion:
,Nissib-ism•issam•ssaisas ,-. ,'
Union Pro1. Knowledge of the subject: went to cover the much - affiliated with the
The winter winds doth blow, soignee cocktail party at the
It must be exact knowledge, talked-about game between A tective Insurance Company
He was
though dispersed with days of Memphian Club House. Here
organized for the purpose, if & I State and Southern Illi- here in the Bluff City.
elected -vice president of .the
prematurely balmy days and, conversation and relaxful conit is to serve well at exam nois.
• • •
North. Memphis District alas ever, we are comforted by viviality lent a warm atmostime.
the poet who said: "If Winter phere, as guests, Sigmas and
We are delighted to wel- most immediately because of
know-how: Each
2. Test
determination to be
comes, can Spring be far their wives frequented the bar
kind of short-answer test and come to our community Mr. his sheer
ingenuity.
and later enjoyed the delicious
away?"
essay examination requires and Mrs. Earl Mims and Mr. successful and his
succesaik
Last week was a busy one, buffet supper that provided
specific different skills. These and Mrs. Wiley Jackson. Both We wish him much
his new 41.
but oh, so interesting . . so scads of bourmet items that
can be studied and learned. families are residing on Mc- he .mbarks upon
let us recant those special in- challenged waistlines.
They are not often taught in Farland Cove. The Lakeview reer.
cidents which we found to be Our host, L. B. Hobson and
family is steadily on the rise. Services in the Lakeview
school.
indeed worthy of the careful Mrs. Hobson were very much
Baptist church at 397 McFar3. Proper mental attitude: BIRTHDAY
Of planing which attended each: in evidence, and we thoroughActual disabling terror in the Jacqueline Denise, charming land Road, a temporary locaall GREEK OF THE YEAR
ly enjoyed the lovely party
face of an examination is a little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. tion, began Sunday, January
The fellowship of Greekdom which was provided by the folwell Joe Atkins of 4938 Ortie Drive, 20th, with Rev. C. A. Lucas as
common
occurrence,
known to counselors and psy- recently celebrated her eighth pastor. We are happy indeed,
ow: experienced a 'Shining Hour', lowing Sigmas, who with their
chologists.
•
birthday. A few of her bud- to have a place of worship in
011 the likes of which has been wives and dates made the
We must avail
•r p missing in this community for evening one to remember: Mr.
More than anyone else, par- dies came over to eat ice our community.
many a moon, when the MEM- and Mrs. Sherman Robinson,
every opportunients are in a position to help cream and cake with her on ourselves of
hin,
services and
PHIS PAN HELLENIC COUN- Mr. and Mrs. Sam Brown, Mr.
their youngsters avoid, the January 18th — Scooter and ty to attend the
CIL hell its annual installa- and Mrs. Samuel Peace, Mr.
Smith, Beverly and support, this church.
Phillip
wrSpped
up
in
these
disaster
+rail tion dinner at the Flame Res- and Mrs. William Callian, Jeswords: "The minute I looked Valerie Miller, and Hope Wade BACK HOME
taurant, climaxed the search se Springer. Mack Lofton and
Well-wishers of Ed Veazy
at the exam question, my mind who was her weekend house
ell for "GREEK OF THE YEAR," Miss Mila Williams, Dr. B. F.
guest. All of the youngsters on Honduras Drive are happy
went completely blank."
is home from
rah and heard Phi Beta Sigma's McCleave, Dr. Cooper E. Tay- 1
Parents can still help after stood around the table as to know that he
Sam Peace deliver a ringing, lor, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Goad-!
Jackie made her secret wish the hospital after successfully
over.
Go
the
examination
is
challenging and inspiring ad- low, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
undergoing surgery. We hope
ont. over material with the stu- and quickly extinguished the
.dress on "Service to Mankind." Ward, Omar Robinson, I. S.
candles on her beautiful cake. that he is soon fully recuperch0
and
help
him
dent
afterwards,
Mr. Peace's address received Bodden, Mr. and Mrs. John
ated.
see where his test-taking tech- Percy Gill, a popular Lakeart resounding acclaim, further Outlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
the former Miss Gissie Driver and a nique could be improved,
bride
is
Gospel
at
them
for
held
reception
the
At
,curt cementing the fine comrade- Riley, Nesbit Blanchard end
teacher at Spring Hill Elementary school. where his approach
went
rie spirit which greeted one other guests, Miss Bobbie Mc- Temple Baptist church, Mr. and Mrs. John
(Withers Photo)
wrong—and, of course, what
ENCHANTERS SOCIAL CLUB
Wesley Wallace are seen cutting cake. The
rail and all on entering the carpet- Gee and Miss Jewel Gentry.
gaps in his information needs
ed dining room.
THE ROARING TWENTIES DANCE
Saturday
night.
The
On
TSD's Editor Thaddeus Memphis Alumnae Chapter of their regional director, Roberta Thomas, Marilyn E. Emily Pettigrew, J. A. McDan- to be filled.
Mary
learning
roust
be
There
will
be a Dance at The Flamingo Room, Jan. 26,
Brooks,
Mrs.
Effective
Stokes was the chairman of the and Alpha Upsilon Chapter of Maggie L. McDowell, a mem- Watkins, Emma Jean Wilson, iel, Lottie
1963 front 9 P.M. Until
secret non-Greek committee of Delta Sigma Theta sorority ber of the alumnae chapter. Minerva T. Hancock, Mary W. F. Lacey, Mrs. S. J. Buckman, a continuous process. The best
At Door $1.25
Admission $1.10
judges which selected Zeta Phi celebrated the 50th anniver- Members and guests present Collier, Mrs. George Gilcrest, Marjorie Ulen, Jewel Gentry, way to succeed in the next,
Beta's well-known community sary of the founding of the were Geraldine Gray, Mrs. Mrs. Willie Anderson, Meryl and Memphis State University test is to profit by lessons in
worker BERNICE A. E. CALL- sorority at tfoward university, Joel Felt, Miss Virginia Jones, Glover, Marva Hunt, Mrs. L. C. Delta Colony registrars, JacAWAY, the Greek of the year. which has grown to over 30,000 Rosa Robinson, Grace Y. Col- Walker, Lila Dumas, Henrene queline Briggs, Celia Gladney,
brat A popular choice if there was members in the U. S.. Liberia lins, Evelyn Kennedy, Barbara Jenkins, Mildred Anderson, Velma J. Wallace, Sue Parham,
ever one -known far and near and Haiti. The anniversary cel- McLemore, Mildred H. Jackson, Pearlie Leggette and Hattie Beverly J. Glover, Hortense
le for
her dedication to duty to
Spillers and Bettye Patterson.
Brown, Johnetta House.
of E her sorority and the many ebration was held from 6 to Ovita T. Luthenne
Rhodes, Also Catherine. Barr, Ailene
8 o'clock at Atlanta Life's,Thoma s,
ing
community, educational and auditorium.
Carole A. Spight, Mrs. Ida Le- Lowe, Delorise Joyner, Bertha
Too Much Etiquette
civic functions she so ardently
Here officers of the Alumnae noir, Mrs. Ethel Douglas, Mrs. Burkley, Mary T. Wright, Berserves.
LONDON — (UPI) — Mrs.
Mrs.
Alice
13,,
Neely,
Mrs.
Jesse
McRay,
Parks,
G.
T.
tha
Clara
etbi istalyn Ross was the Golden Chapter. headed by Lorene OsChristine Varley was granted
borne, President, along with Burchett, Jesse Merriweather E. J. Neely, Ida Smith, Serita
Anniversary chairman.
McCoy, Mrs. Beatrice McDow- Patton, Eddye Ivy, Juanita Har- a divorce on grounds of cruelOut-going chairman Cecil month hostesses Jacqueline'ell, Cleo M. Jones, Mrs. Anna bor, Catherine Ivy, Ossie Car- ty.
Knight, Alice Kilpatrick, MarGoodlow presided as master
ou• of ceremonies; and Mr. Peace garet Jones, Pearlie 0. Leg- Coark. Mildred Wiggins, John- ter, Janet Lewis, Harry Wil- She told the judge her husPendleton, Paula McH. Jackson, Thaddeus band forced her to put down
eat: later installed the new officers. eette, Evelyn Kennedy, Char- nie Mae Omie M. Hardy, Ra- ford, I. Herma
L. Neal, Willie her knife and fork between
Stokes,
Anniversary Dowell,
including VELMA L 0 I S lene Mallory. and
Hostesses. Annie M. Greene, melle Eddins, Estalyn Ross, Ann Taylor, Gloria D. Hentrel, mouthfuls at meals.'
JONES,
Alpha
Kappa
Alpha,
ast
Geraldine Gladys M. Greene. Lorene
Sorority, Council chairman;'Mildred H. Jackson.
Gray and Alfreda Wooten were Osborne, Maggie McDowell,
tro and other officers.
WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL
•
busy ,assisting in the smorgas- Lois J. Gilder and Maxine A.
ord
DELTAS: Elsie Thoms
i. Lila
nr bord 'service which following Smith.
Dumas, Anne Spraegin Janet
of the evening. Also Mrs. Ruth Anderson,
L. Lewis, Marian M. M riso, the program
The arogram included Char- Mrs. Nettie J. Reeves, Mr. and
olvi Minnie Anderson,
and Lorene lotte Brooks, at the organ, Mrs. J. H. Roland, Mrs. A. B.
• tar Anderson . . .
who gave the Spraggins, Anne Spraggins,
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHAS: Lois J. Gilder
:elg:
occasion; Annie M. Green,,Phyllis Brooks, Charlotte
Ethel J. Perkins, Velma Lois
Brooks, Macey Brooks, Eurline
Jones, Mertis J. Ewell, Hattie Founders' Day chairman, who
n th W. Smith, Lucy M. Suttles, introduced the speaker, Beu- Couch, Bernice W. Abron, Lelah M. Williams, principal (-Alia Ann Abron, Lois Tarpley,
erm Edith D. Willis, Marjorie I. Hanley Elementary school, Ruthie Grant, Dr. Vasco Smith,
9 A.M.•6 P.M.—Monday thru Friday
Ulen,
Allie
Mae
Roberts,
Geor'ease
and Words of Appreciation by Millie Anderson. Jo Ann In9 A.M.-2 P.M.—Sat.
gia J. Harvey, Carol Jamison.
gram, C. L. Dinkins, Marian
leVe Juanita Chambers and Jewel the president.
PHONE-527.5633 MEMPHIS. TENN.
656
VANCE
AVE
Local Deltas are proud, too, Morrison.. Eva McChristian.
Gentry . .
SIGMA GAMMA R H 0 s:
he
Clarice Sykes„ Alene Sykes,
'con( Cherie P. Roland, Rosa
M.
Wan Ford, Marie L. Adams, Minnie
Echols . . .
f
ZETA PHI BETAS: Birdie C.
e
Lenoir, Annie M. Naylor,
ay
Yvonne Hawkins, Bernice A.
E. Callaway (Greek of the
Pe Year),
Loretta Kateo, Mary L
Childers. Marie Stanback,
euicit Utoka M. Quarles, and Grace
N. Horner.
iZe
The many Greek men inhe 1
cluded ALPHA PHI ALPHAs
ente A. B. Owen, Jr., Jesse E. Neely,
Dr. Theron Northcross .
vosit KAPPA ALPHA PHIs Dover
Crawford; OMEGA PSI Nils
'pin' Lawrence A.
Westley, Dr. E. F.
;ph v White, J. Childers, and Willard
,n re Bell . . PHI BETA SIGMAS
A. B. Bland, Samuel M. Peace
er w
YOU MAY WIN PRIZES GALORE!
and guests Thaddeus Stokes.
' en Maggie Peace and Yvonne
.real Riley.
HAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID-SOUTH'S
SIGMAS HOST PARTY
ion
Last week could really be
MOST EXCITING BEAUTY AND POPULARITY CONTF.ST
N
called "Greek Week," for on
The
Friday night, PHI BETA SIGMA members were host to a
with,

••
••

Merry
Go-Round

BY MARJORIE I. ULEN ;
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HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE

MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST

(
?-cL

Sponsored by
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

•‘

(4
4)4/

HERE ARE THE RULES READ THEM
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—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Them Is a reason why people
lik• to do business with us. You,
too, will Ills• our courteous treat
went and de•ir• to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday,
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:09
DIXIF FINANCE CO.
Home Owned t. Hems Operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
•"tv• Mos to say y•s•to your
loan request''
Examln•d and Supervised by
he Stot• Department of
Insurance end Banking.

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 1-8511
152 Madison, JA 5-7611

RULES OF CONTEST
3. Official starting date is Decem•
ber 15, 1963 at 10:00 A.3A.
4. Ballots vill b• counted each
Saturday at 5:00 P.M., during the
entire time of contest. Ballots can
be brought or mailed to the Tri•
State Defender's office, at the
above address. Each week votes
will be counted, and ran in the next
issue of the Tri-Stat• D•fsinder.
5,.. Fach contestant must submit it
rocent photograph of herself pro.
ferably (black & white, glassy,
5 tr 71, bust.
6. Official ballots (votes) will apsation.
pear in the Tri-State Defender only.
(4) Must hav• written consent of
7. For each new subscription of
parents or guardian.
the Tri•State D•fisnd•r sold by a
(5) Must have attained at least
contestant, bonus votes will be
.
two years in high school.
awarded. For a 1 year's subscrio•
Rules of the popularity contam (i6.00) 100 votes will be
test include:
awarded; 6 months subscription
Contestants
must register
with the Tri-State Defender not ($3AO) 50'voiss will b• awarded
and for a 3 months subscription
later than January 19th, 1963.
The starting date for Contestants (61.75) 25 votes will be awarded.
to register is at 10 non., Satur- 6. Each contestant is •ligibl• to
be soonsored by o business firm,
day, Dec. 15, at the Tri-Stot•
Defertel•r office, 236 1, welli ng. religious, social or civic orgmnisation.
ton Ave.
9. Contest •nds April 1 3, 1963 at
5:00 P.M.
.1. Each contestant must pass the 10. Winner will be announced April,
20, 1963, in the Tri-State Defender.
official entry qualifications.
Ball will be held
2. PIAusf "thin entry qualification 11. Coronation
May 4, 1963.
quota of 200 official votes by
February 2, 1963 to continue in 12. Decision of judges final.
13. Entry fee $1.00.
contest.

If you cm, that young lady, re•
veal yours•If by entering the "Miss
Mid•South" Contest which is being
sponsored by th. Tri•Stotst
Wender.
Here are th• qualifications for
entering the contest.
(1) Any singl• young woman
between the ages of 16 to 22
years of age, who hos never been
married.
(2) Must be of good reputation.
(3) Must be o member of some
civic, social or religious organi-

SEND THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
MISS MID -SOUTH CONTEST
Memphis, Tennessee
236 S. Wellington

Please Send Me An Application and Other
Information For The
MISS MID -SOUTH CONTEST

ADDRESS

Dogs anything else you use so often
give you sucli Trouble-Free Service?

CITY

Your telephone is like friendship — steady, depend-

•

able, always there when you need it.

P HON E

Around the clock, it's a constant and faithful companion, providing low-cost service that makes

life

pleasanter and easier and safer for you.

SCHOOL OR COLLEGE_...

Servire RO good you can
take it for granted

Southern Dell

•WIN

6, 196:
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411
by
Anna C. Cooke
The beautiful weather we A reception for the honored
had for awhile was a fooler for guests followed in the college
many and seemily did its part library at which time the Pyrain putting some of us in the bed mids, attired in white, served
when the suduen cold wave as hostesses.
came. Here's hoping everyone ENTERTAINS CLUB
else is better; as your scribe is The Echo Bridge club was
happy to be on the mend.
elaborately entertained in the
SORORITY CELEBRATES
home of Mrs. Frances WashThe
Fifith
Anniversary ington when she served as
celebration of Delta Sigma hostess on Saturday afternoon.
Theta Sorority, Inc., was ob- Two tables included Mesdames
served Sunday, Jan. 13, by Bigger, Bell, Lucas, Bronaugh,
Beta Chi and Jackson Alumnae Bond, McKissack, Washington
chapters in the Lane College and your scribe.
hapel. More than 50 Deltas High scorer was Mrs. Washlietlenic Council. At the right is Samuel
•om Jackson and surrounding ington but she couldn't keep "The Greek of the Year" award is being prePledging cooperation to tile newly elected president (oenterl
Peace. guest speaker at the presentation cereommunities were on hand for her own prize; so next in line sented to Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway by
of the Memphis Pan-Hellenic Council are the above ofmonies.
the‘observance; it was on that was Mrs. Bell. Second and Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of the Tel State
ficers. Left to right are: Mrs. Marie I.. Adams of Sigma
date, 50 years ago, that Delta third prizes went te Mesdames Defender, en behalf of the Memphis Pan
Gamma Rho, chaplain; Issom Jackson. standing for John
was founded on the campus of LLICEIS and Bigger. Prizes for
Howard University in Wash- accumulated scores over the
Parker, Omega Psi Phi, sergeant-at-arms: Miss Yvonne
ington, D. C.
three months period will be
HaNkins, Zeta Phi Beta sorority; paliamentarian; Miss VelKeynote speaker for the oc- nreeented at the next meeting.
ma Lois Jones, Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, president; Edicasion was Atty. H. T. Lockard A delicious dinner was served
son Morrison, Alpha Phi Alpha, treasurer; Miss Janet Lewis.
of Memphis. His address Wita
Delta Sigma Theta, recording secretary; Mrs. Minnie Echols.
centered around the theme: lIzatn.
Sigma Gamma Rho, vice president; and Ernest Riles. !'hl
e hostess isbefore
"Togetherness for Social Ac- "Something
being bridge
done
Fteta Sigma, corresponding secretary.
tion," and he brought out about the creative impulse in
The Memphis Pan-Hellenic pha fraternity; Mrs. Maxine placing a gun in the hand of;
beautifully the need for "to- children." says Mrs. Edna M Council named its first "Greek A. Smith, Delta Sigma Theta a maniac." He added "the
getherness" among Negroes. Cawthorn, instructor of psy- Of The Year" asvardee dur- sorority; Mrs. Mary R. Brooks, mis-use of knowledge is one
Invited platform guests were chology 152 at Lane College. ing a dinner-meeting and in- Sigma Gamma Rho sorority; of the great tragedies of topresidents of other Greek let- The class, dealing with child stallation of 1963 officers at and Mrs. Marjorie Ulen, Al- day."
growth and development, is
ter organizations.
The LeMoyne Club is mak- Club has voted to furnish the
The speaker went on to say
the Flame Cafe last Wednes- pha Kappa Alpha.
I ing plans for annual Alumni main assembly room in the
WOMAN OF YEAR NAMED engaged in a Cooperative Com- day evening.
Elected president of the "the completion of a college
Day scheduled for Sunday, college's new library building
Mrs. Corrine M. Jenerette munity Service Project with
Named the "Greek Of The Memphis Pan-Hellenic Coun- training is not the completion
Feb. 10, at 5 p.m. in Bruce at a cost of approximately
of Bells, Tenn.. was named emphasis on personality de- Year' was Mrs, Bernice A. E. cil for 1963 was Miss Velma of an education. Nothing takes
Hall. Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, $1,700. She said $1,000 of the
"Woman of the Year" for this velopment in a group of chil- Callaway 551 Alston Ave., a Lois Jones. Other officers in- the place of a trained mind."
president, said male graduates amount already has been gie
area. The beautiful citation was dren between the ages of five seventh grade teacher at Por- elude:
In
conclusion
Peace
urged:
of the college will conduct en to the college by the club
cad by Mrs. Daisy R. Shaw, and 12 years of age. The chil- ter Junior high school who is
Mrs. Minnie Echols, vice "examine yourself to see if
A
former
Memphis
student,
dren's
group will make their
The club also plans equip
elta soror, citing the outa former four-term basileus president; Miss Janet Lewis, you have been as charitable Dr. C. Eric Lincoln of Clark the entire program.
Elmer Henderson is chair- ping Bruce Hall with an up
Landing church and civic work !first sopearance in a ballet, of Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter recording secretary; Ernest as possible. Rededicate your- College in Atlanta, Ga., was
'"The
Nutcracker
Suite," in a
Mrs. Jenerette has done in her
Riley, corresponding secre- self tonight to the community guest of Colby College Presi- man of the program, Joseph to-date loud-speaking system
of Zeta Phi Beta sorority.
post season performance on
Westbrook is co-chairman.
at a cost of $1,000, Mrs. Weacommunity.
Mrs. Callaway was selected tary; Edison Morrison, treas- and to each other."
dent Robert E. L. Strider this
Feb. 19 in the Merry High
Mrs. Weathers is urging all thers said.
Other women, named in prebecause of her outstanding urer; Mrs. Marie L. Adams,
week where he deliveed the
school gymnasium.
At its last monthly meetOthers appearing on the
graduates and former students
vious years there to welcome
chaplain; Miss Yvonne HawAverill Lecture.
The group has been trained fraternal, civic, community
,Apcal ing, the club voted 9100 *to
her into their fold were: Mesand religious work in this kins, parliamentarian; and program included Mrs. Marie Dr. Lincoln, a LeMoyne of the college to pa)
by Miss Nancy Whitaker, jundames Lula Thomas of Jackcommunity. She has been af- John Parker, sergeant-at-arms. Adams, Mrs. Minnie Schots, College graduate, talked on alumni dues of $2 on or before the United Negro College
ior at Lane College, majoring
Fund campaign. Approximateson. Lucille Meriweather,
filiated with the Memphis The featured speaker at the and Cecil D. Goolovs, who was "A Legacy of Freedom." He Feb. 10. Envelopes requesting
In elementary education with
dues have been placed in the ly 30 attended the meeting.
master of ceremony.
Jackson; N. B. Leigh. BrownsPan-Hellenic Council since dinner was Samuel Peace, the
spoke on the circumstances
a minor in psychology.
On hand for a question and
ville; Lillie B. Hamilton, Jack1946. She has also been cited owner of the Peace Real Es- Chairman of the _affair was surrounding the issuing of the mail.
It is urgent that each alum- answer period was Dr. Hollis
son; W. S. Vance, Humboldt, In case you've been wonder- for distinguished service in tate company. He also in- Mrs. Lorraine Osborne.
Emancipation Proclamation in
ing about the results of Lane's
nus pay his dues, Mrs. Weath- F. Price president of the coland Mrs. Mary Lane of Jackthe Porter PTA, Tennessee stalled the officers.
The Pan-Hellenic Council 11363 and the developments in
beeketball tour; it was successers said, because the LeMoyne lege.
son.
said,
"education meets at the Sarah Brown race relations since that time.
full would say with three wins State PTA, Colored Case Com- Peace
A large number of telegrems and one loss. The loss was to mittee of Children's Bureau, moves far above the three Branch YWCA, 1044 Missis- He asserted that President
were received by the honoree Bethune - Cookman With the Memphis Chapter of Tennes- Rs—education for the wrong sippi Blvd. every third Wed- Abraham Lincoln gave history
an impoi tent document of
and here in person were her victories over M. I., Edward see State A & I University purpose is as dangerous as nesday of the month.
state and gave Negroes a legbrother, Walker MeLemore of Waters, and Tuskegee Insti- Alumni association; YWCA,
acy of freedom.
Chicazo. end Miss Vada Sear- tute. The team is coached by Memphis Better Committee,
cy, cousin of St. Louis..
"Now 100 years later," he
Johnny Hathorn. Continuing Family Service, Bluff City
continued, "we are called upon
. Also cited for outstanding in that direction, they are sure Teachers association, WTEA;
TEC.
NEA,
US°,
Junior
Red
achievements was Delta sotor to be in the tournament playA large number of guests Newman, Ben Branch, Marie to assess whether the course of
Cross, and others.
Mary Estes, President of Beta off.
were entertained by Evanderl Ford, Lester Morris, Elmer human events has changed
Presenting
a
plaque
to
Mrs.
CM chapter. Mrs, Mildred Hay,
Ford when he celebrated hisiTunstall, Ruth Ford Johnson, through the instrumenteilty of
Callaway on behalf of the
president of the Jackson Alumbirthday anniversary last Sat- Dorothy Johnson King Fields, the Emancipation ProclamaPan-Hellenic
council
was
nee chapter. served PS M;StTP.IP
urday evening at his Nichols Elmer Delk, Lawrence Peter- tion and whether the true
Thaddeus
T.
Stokes,
ends of freedom and justice
editor of Street home.
ai ceremonies with Mrs. Willie
son Jocelyn Dickinson, Anhave been accomplished as a
the Tri-State Defender.
Rawls at the organ.
nette
Means,
Yon,
Armelda
A large, two-iier while cake,
result of that document."
Greeks nominated
Historical highlights were A belated news release from --...GtherMajor
Blanchard,
Mr.
and
decorated with white and blue
Owen by Mrs. E. M. Perry and the publicity department of for the award were:
By CARLOTTA WATSON
Vrs. Roy Mays Curtis Mitch- "Lincoln said the Negro and
her. We usually meet and cornDr. Vasco A. Smith, Jr. frosting, bearing 24 barning ell, Iola Walton, Otha Ser- white man in the South are
! pare notes on how many dates
Ili 'presentation check was given Ball State made it appear as
candles,
was
featured.
Ford
Counselor
to' Lane College covering the though Dr. Williamson would of Omega Psi Phi fraternity;
mons, Fannie Delk, Josephine now open contestants for a
we have made and how many
extinguished the candles as
B. T. W. High School
kisses. I once thought this was
Waititthorne Nadine Bender- whole constellation of values r
posts et blinds for two rooms not return to LeMoyne. The Omar R. Robinson, Jr., .Phi his guests
surroirnded
him
Musing:
LET
YOUR
CONwhich can and ought to be
Ise th - new dormitory under release was printed by a Beta Sigma fraternity; Abner
son, Gloria Jones.
fun, but I met a very nice girl
B. Owen, Jr., Alpha Phi Al- singing "Happy Birthday To Also Mary Mabon, John shared by the whole commu- SCIENCE BE YOUR GUIDE? and I am afraid to kiss her beMemphis daily.
tiOnstruction.
You."
in
a
Everyone
knows.
at
least
cause I am afraid she will stop
Doss, Albert Greer, Clifton nity," he said. "Present day
Among guests were, Eleanor Marble, Raymond Lee, Frank Negro American, will be satis- vague sort of way, that he dating me. The boys are kidby
his
conshould
be
guided
Owens, Rarshelle Owens, Mary Delk, Donald Vallentine, Mel- fied with nothing less than full
ding me. I like the girl, but I
Gilmore, Julia Vaughn, George vin Bonds, Alfonso Neal, Ro- participation in every aspect science. But too many people don't want to lose the friendindividual's
unaware
of
the
are
,Blanchard, John Whittaker, base, Wilson end Chester Col- of citizenship guaranteed to
ship of the guys .. . What shall
them under the constitution." duty to check his conscience I do?
Bashful.
-' Frederick K. Letcher, Mary lins.
from time to time to make Dear Bashful:
Phillips was awarded the sure it is a GOOD GUIDE.
•
You seem to be growing up
first place certificate for his Like a complicated motor, it
faster than your friends.
entry, a cedar chest; and Mur- may need a tune up ... and an
When the fellows question
ry took second place for his adjustment. It may need to be
you, you may be evasive at
miniature chest of drawers.
rebuilt. Rightly understood, the first. but if they persist in
Lester High School was the conscience is nothing more needling you, then explain that
winner in the woodworking than the human mind judging this girl is special and your
department with these two each of our actlens as it is about friendship is going to be
Two students of Lester High t h e • Vocational - Industrial entries. Manassas High School to be performed.
strictly private. They may ride
School, Gregory Phillips, a Trades Fair, held at Porter took third place in woodwork- Before we act, it warns us you at first, but if you manage
junior; anti William Murry, a Junior High School on Friday, ing.
- gainst evil . . . after WP h•ive tostn./ firm and silent, persophomore, won certificates at Jan. 11.
"one wrong
. it reproves us. haps they- will catch cm.
BTW WINS TOO
If the mind is dimmed it has a
In overall competition, Bookdistorted view of right and
er T. Washington won first wrong and conscience is sure
place in the division of cosmeto blunder. Every man, womtology. with Mrs. Myrtle White an and child has a duty of enas teacher; and second place in
lightening his conscience. No
automobile mechanics, taught one can be excused who delibMembers of the 25th Ward
by William B. Parker. Leeter
erately turtle his back on the
won third place in the overall truth and shuts the eyes of his Civic club, one of the most
influential in the city of
competition.
mind to the light .f truth.
Memphlessalected Atty. A. W.
•••
The industrial arts departWillis, prominent lawyer, busto . Vi mem 0 o'1451551°
ment teacher at Lester is Dear Carlotta:
iness and political leader to
Henry F. Pitcher, Jr., R. H. In my gang it is considered heed the organization during
Morris is principal of the a matter of pride to kiss a girl
1963.
school
the first time you go out with
Other officers are H. Smith,
first vice president; C. L. Herryhill, second vice president;
H. Smith, treasurer; Mrs. Clifton Smith, secretary; Mrs.
Georgia B. Lewis, recording
secretary; Mrs. M. L. Adams,
chaplain; and B. T. Banks
membership chairman.
Ire II's,•#
Also C. L. Berryhill, assistant
membership chairman;
Mrs. Adams, social chairman;
Jesse L. Williams, reporter
and Houston Dancy. sergesntat-arms.

li

Mrs.Calloway Named Greek Of Year
At Pan-Hellenic Installation Dinner:

Making Plans For Alumni Day
Memphian
Addresses Group
At Colby College.

'

Celebrates Birthday Anniversary

lw.11

Denies Report Of
'Not Returning'

HEY...IT'S PAYDAY!1Lester Students Win

PET
.$100
FOR
EVERY
CAN

Trades Fair Prizes

25th Ward Club
Elects Attorney

VAPoRATEP

IL

NEAR YOUR STORE OR AT YOUR DOOR
FOR EVERY CAN OF PET
IN YOUR SHOPPING BAG

BROOK'S
LAUNDRY

FOR EVERY CAN OF PET.
IN YOUR HOME

Save on cleaning bills,"
on Grants low prices

SPECIAL BONUS PRIZE

FULLY WASHABLE
DECORATOR DRAPES

LISTEN FOR FULL DETAILS ON

STATION WDIA
.
•

LISTEN TO PEI MILK "SHOWCASE"
MON-WED-FRI 5:30-5:45 PM

lot Enough
Says Rev. Porter

PRACTICAL, CAREFREE AS A DRAPE CAN
BE. IS COMPLETELY WASHABLE, KEEPS
ITS SMART GOOD LOOKS. TAKE YOUR PICK
FROM SOLID COLOR, FLORAL AND MODERN
PRINTS. TOP COLORS.

81"
4.9(

2 Pr.$

W.T.GItA NT CO.

DOWNTOWN - MAIN AT GAYOSO

WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
.DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY

"WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELV

1
•

Elder W. L. Porter, pastor
of Community Temple church,
1084 E. McLemore announced
Monday that the Community'
Temple Day Care Center For
Children, did not give the 1963
Valiant away during a spaghetti dinner on Jan. 15 as was
promised. The ticket to the
gpaghetti dinner entitled each
purchaser an opportunity to
acquire the automobile ae
prize, said Rev. Porter.
He explained that "not
enough money was raised
from 'the spaghetti dinner to
pay for the automobile, therefore the Day Care Center
could not give it away."
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Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family.
DONALD DUCK
SOY'LOOK AT IT SNOW!
BET THIS IS 1./-la FASTEST
rrs EvER.SNOwED!)
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By Carl Anderson

YOU NEVER SAW
ANY SUCH THIE4IS,J.
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PROBABLY
THE POGWE'VE LOOKED
CATCHER
EVERYWHERE! F'ICKEO SAM
SAMS
UP FOR NO
LOST! (BEST LICENSE:I. BET!
DOG
HERE,G0 BAIL
WE EVER
THE
HAD!
POOCH
OUT!

YoU WERE (i3UT WE NEED
TWENTY BUCKS
MORE!
SAMS IN
THE
TWENTY
POUND!
BUCKS FOR
A LiceNse"?

was

FOR 6IX!
SAM HAD
FIVE
PUPPIES!

ern
diatta
b..la
fast]
tens
set
harm
latta
fate.
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II1V8

THE CISCO KID -:-

AtY rEAR, CISCO NAS AGREED
TO ESCORT YOU TO A SAFE
,
'
LACE IN THE
TrWN!

THANK YOU SIR! ANY GIRL. HOULP
EE PELIGHTEP TO RUN AWAY WITH
SuCN A HANDSOME CABALLERO!
BUT I MUST PECLiNE!

Sel:ORA IM COT THAT MAVE!
woyLoN-r TAKE 97E5 IN A
,
MOATS BETWEEN 45EIANC
ANP NIFE!

,AN ARMY MAN,
wHEN Z MAROC
I KNEW THERE' BE RANGER' MY
PLACE 6 wrrH frAY HLESANP!

RARLII.G, PLEASE LET OSLO
TAKE YOU TO THE row..;!
ITS NOT SAFE HERE!

By Swan

THE FLOP FAMILY

13• Jose Salinas & Rod Reed

WkiE1,1-1-trt0
t-tfv:to
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005 .5TATioN,
rlfsblAi - 400
\LL NoT
TAKE A -TAXI PRILINROER
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'Oil UP

OFv4-111 OEA0 ON t/1,
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_H0t3O tfoli
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()Rwtt.C, TNE CENCt To THE
OOPERMARKET, DE
1'

106 7
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UNTIL 1 WA4 eACKIRC. oUroF
TRE 9ARKM46 4PACETRE
Time 1'0 ecscKEo oor Fem..
EN006.R To SEE. lf
ANWTR‘NG we COMINC.-
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By Paul Robinson

ETTA KETT

DoN'T- BE SO
UNREASONABLE!'

WINBEY MAKES ME
SO MAD.' HE EXPECTS
ME TO GIVE UP EvERY
BOY Bur HIM!

soaRY!-AM
iNTERRUI=TiNG
A LOVERS'
QUARREL

THAT'S
WHAT I "TELL
HIM .'.'

OF ALL TI-IF. BOYS
ETTA DATES —
,YOU'RE.THE ONLY
ONE SHE GOE
,
;
SrEADs
WITH!
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By Bob Lewis

Secret Agent X9
IM LIKE A CLAIA,
CORAIOAN /6arra
THE Fa ON SW TRAIL
Awr MY OP Ce
CHONDEA

ILL BEAT 11E LAST SHiPMENT OF
GOLD TO TIIMUSEUM EASY-THEN WAIT
FCA KAARAT Tb FICK UP THE WHOLE BATCH,
ANODE THIM IF CHIZZAR KEEPS
HIS MOUTH cwseo

INCOlKNO WITH THE
.:
Fel NOW,CoZZAR.
TELL AIE AU- Aeoy
./

cours
the(
Nash
Stand
cours
nn-th
pollu
used
for t
trol
Biolo
en abl
elflei
kills

AP

ny e
buyi
will
20 5
extra

WHERE

WAIT' rorz
ME.'I ,HAVE
SHOPPING
TO DO.'

ARE YOU
GOING

DROP ME OFF AT
THE"PEPPEQMINT
*
STICK:

NOTHING LIKE
HAVING ONLY ONE
CAR To HOLD A
22
FAMILY TOGErb____I_EL.

I'LLONE YOU TIME ib VOICE AM,
mAs'
LAST TPoucRTS
THEY'D eerrap
,
OliZzAK-AM
BE Asour VOA LITTLE DEAL
WITH THAT ESL AGENT/
)

CcovaGol wOuU:AE RACKED
NE UP IF I HAW- PLAYep
ALO`10,1 Bur I PLAmEo TO
TIP You OFF k3R1 FfCta
TIE STNCT

gm

DOWNTOWN

by Bud Sagendorf

POPEYE

GLAMOR GIRLS

GLAMOR GIRLS

Bur THE VOICE SOuNDED
LIKE POPEYES.
IT WAS OUR IMAGINATION
OR HIS GHOST!

•
ITS PoPEYE!
(2T'S PoPEYES
votcE!
1
THE Nmcr
SWAB WHAT
THROWS DIRT
IN ME FACE
GONER
SIT SMACKED!

HE HAs TO HE
/* DEAD!
IT MusT
BE NIS
GHOST!

7
24
Er
HE
ETHATS
HS
FIR

6

THouSAI.10 MILES
HoOR,SO I'M
SuRE IT PS!

"The waiter's coming with the check—ask
to dance."

Me

"Look it up yourself—'Life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness'—."

0

•
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Pass 11

Maury Wills Wins Top
Sports war
$

HUMBOLDT NEWS

KINDERGARTEN NEWS
,man Garrett and Dennis Ham
Constuctiun on the addition ilton.
to the kindergarten is procedWe are soliciting funds from
ling satisfactorily, and Prof. clubs, churches and Individuals
Johnson and the boys are near- to help with the building.
ly ready to put on the top.
Those who wish to give may
1
The interest in the project call Mrs. J. S. Vance, chairman
A.ad. load the game's top
TIGERS LOSE
seems to be growing, and the of the Building Fund,
and
Third-ranked Tennessee A scorer in 6' 7" forward Bobby
Green Bay Packers was third.
Previous winners were. 1950 board is deeply grateful to all someone will call for it.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
& I State university dropped Edmonds who pumped in 26
who
are
making the program CHOIR COMING
Wills' selection was an- Phil Rizzuto, baseball; 1951
(UPI) — Maury Wills made
Its first home game of theipoints.
nounced and he was presented Allie Reynolds, baseball; 1952 a success.
Everyone is waiting with
"robbery" pay off to the with the belt at the annual Rocky Marc iano, boxing,;
season to tough Southern II-I Hot shooting Southern IlliAside
from
his own five greet anticipation at Stigall
1953
linois 89-74, last Saturday nois hit on 88 per cent of its
dollar
donation,
Rev.
Donald
High school of the famous
tune of $10,000 when he Rochester Radio-Press Club Ben Hogan, golf; 1054 Willie
night; but 4,500 partisans in shots from the field to push
was named winner of the Dinner. The $10,000 belt do- Mays, baseball; 1955 Otto reported getting similar con- choir, "Wings Over Jordan,"
the ultra modern Capitol Are- its record to 10-4 and a probtributions
from
W.
A.
Wilon
Wednesday night, Jan, 30
diamond studded Hickok belt nated by the Hickok Belt Man- Graham, football; 1056 Mickey
its, saw their locals play their able boosting in the Salukis'
as the "professional athlete of lecturers has 2-3/4 pound solid Mantle; 1957 Carmen Basilio, liamson, George Burnett, Jes- at 8 p.m.
DAVID (IAINES
worse game of the season. seventh place national rankse
Lowery
and
other
contribu
.
buckle,
26
Make
small dia- boxing; 1958 Bob Turley, basegoki
sure that you will
the year" for 1962.
The Tigers rallied from a ing, Tennessee is 15-4 on the
The little Los Angeles Dodg- monds,, and a larger diamond, ball; 1959 Ingemar Johanssen, tions fromm Willie Conley, have a seat then by purchasBack in action—David Gaines
Dempsie
38-32 deficit in the first half season
Harrington,
ing
Manuel
ruby
and
your
.boxing;
sapphire.
1960
Arnold Palmer,
tickets now for this
ers shortstop, whose flying
to knot the score at 40-40. Thurman Brooke, sophomore of Detroit, senior guard and feet stole 104 bases during the
Wills received 56 first-place i golf; I-961 Roger Mari, base- Williamson and Mrs. Josephine wonderful program. PrinciWilliamson.
The spirited Tennessee streak from Carver, made the trip playmaker for the LeMoyne 1962 season to smash the votes and a total of 231 points ; ball.
pals A. P. Nunn and D. H.
Also donating five dollars Tuggle will be happy to see
was short-lived as the South- with S.I.U., but didn't see any College Magicians for three single-season record of 94 in the balloting. Palmer, who
each were Mayor Scott, Sto- you.
Halliburton, seasons. will return to the Ma- steals held by the immortal Ty won the belt in 1960, was runern Illinois smooth working action. Calvin
vall Plumbing company, and OUTLOOK CLUB
diattack kept the big Blue off Brooks' high school coach, was gician lineup this week after Cobb, was voted the award in ner-up with 41 first-place
E. H. Gibson. Others giving
lisb.lance. Tennessee's blazing among the many Memphians completing his last exam. He'll a poll of sports writers and votes and 180 points while
Members of the Outlook
various amounts were A. W. Club met in the home of Mrs.
fastbreak was its biggest of- who drove up for the game probably play against Alabama broadcasters.
Taylor had 12 first-place votes
Sims, M. A. Dickerson, Grady Addie Rawls with Mrs. Louise
fensive weapon; however, on and the Tennessee Education State at Alabama this Friday
Golfer Arnold Palmer was and 96 points.
NEW ORLEANS, La.
Two Barnet, Flem Thomas, Wil- Croom
set patterns, the Tigers' ball Congress Delegate Assembly night, Gaines was not
Wills batted .299 with 208
presiding. The group
second and hard-hitting fulleligible
jockeys
were
injured
and
a
liam
Baskerville, Cecil Howse, made plans for the near fuhandling was below par. The meeting held on the A&I camback Jimmy Taylor of the hit, for the Dodgers in 1962
during the first semester.
Henry
Croom,
L. D. Bonds, ture. A delicious menu was
latter is what sealed their pus.
but these figures merely set thoroughbred race horse was
Former prep league stars
the stage for his feats on the killed in a spill at the Fair- McKinley Bryson, Sr., Sher- served.
fate.
State led the Carbondale Sherman Yates, Charles Powbasepaths. The Dodger short- grounds.
The horse Jay D.M., ridden
stop previously was voted the
invaders 63-62 when suddenly ell, and Willie Ward of Wash—
the roof caved in as Tennes- ington and MaCarthur RobH
National League "Most Valu- by Clarence Meaux, fell on the
able Player' award for 1962. far turn and Busy Lynn, with
see began to reveal the phil- erts of Carver, saw action with
Wills was the seventh base- Robert Craig up, stumbled
mSiU
narfyresg
hammain
anthropic aspect of their char- tphreeliT
e team inv
ball
player to win the Hickok over the pileup.
win over
acter. S.I.U. made good two
Belt in the 13 years it has been
Meaux suffered a broken
consecutive steals of passes, Stewart Air Force Base
awarded,
but only the second left collarbone and Craig was
seemingly aimed directly for ON HOME FRONT
baseball
player
hospitalized
The
LeMoyne Mad Magiwho was not
for x-rays.
the surprising arms of the
It's right buck to Alabama ed for Friday night, Feb. 1,
a member of the New York
Jay D.M. was dead when his
Salukis defensive guards. The clans ran Its winning streak this weekend for LeMoyne at Bruce Hall.
iankees,
to
trainers
three
in
reached
a
row with two College's Magicians. They'll The LeMoynites returned
the scene.
Illinois quintet took advanto
NEW YORK
(UPI) -- The kayo over Archie Moore at Los
tage of the Tigers' stupor, victories, one at Bruce Hall meet Alabama State at Mont- the campus Saturday with
two
performances of 36 - year - old Angeles, Nov. IS.
here
and
the
other
at
Tusca- gomery, Friday night, and take victories captured on the
ringing seven straight basroad. C
Joe Brown, former lightweight Clay is cockily confident of
kets, while their opponents' loosa, Alabama. Once again on Tuskegee at Tuskegee, Sat- They defeatad Stillman Colwinning the heavyweight
mistakes mounted. During this it was guards Dick Dumas and urday.
champion, and 21-year-old Caslege at Tuscaloosa Thursday
crown in a year or so, but Old
shocking run of events, Ten- Monroe Curein who spearAfter these two bruisers, the night, 110-101, and won the
sius Clay, third-ranking heavy- Bones has dreams, fraught
the
LeMoyne on- Magic Boys motor to Jackson, other from a tough
nessee went scoreless. Two headed
weight aspirant, will command
Miles Col.oissed lay-ups kept Harold slaught.
Tenn., Tuesday night, Jan. 29, lege outfit, 82-76, Friday night ST LOUIS — (UPI) — Ref- "unspottemanlike conduct" as Much attention on this week's with uncertainty.
Dumas
Curthrew
and
in
24
from
Hunter's crew
staying
for a return match with Lane r..t nirmMtham.
eree Red Oates wouldn't say "abusive language." he de- boxing schedule.
rin continued to top the 20 college.
within striking distance.
"Old Bones" Brown of Baton
Coach Johoson announced exactly what Wilt Chamber- clined details.
Tennesse put the press on point marker with 22 as the
A motorcade of students is that David Gaines of Detroit, lain told him before banishing
It all started when Oates Rouge, La., will be taking the
pair
were
the
villians
in
a
73-67,
and pulled within six,
expected to follow Jerry John- the senior guard and play- the tall San Francisco warrior called a personal foul on Wayne big test whether to continue
in the waning minutes. De- 72-63 conquest of Dillard Uni- son's LeMoyne charges to maker for the last
three years, from the St. Louis Hawks game Hightower, of the Warriors. fighting and try to recapture
spite a couple ef steals that versity of New Orleans on Jackson.
the 135-pound title — or retire.
will return to the LeMoyne Sunday.
Chamberlain spoke up.
brought S.I.U. Cosseh Johnny the Bruce Hall court.
The two-year-old EnchanThe three out-of-town con- lineup this weekend. Gaines "He wasn't just talking," "He said something about me Brown faces Tony Noriego, a
Southpaw Dumas dazzled tests are conference games.
Hartman to his feet, the Sa22-year-old former Marine from ters Social club has Made
was ineligible the first semes- said Oates "he was talking at to Hightower," said Oates.
lukis refused to crack under Stillman as the Alabamians The Magicians' u tirst home ter.
"I told him that would cost Fresno, Calif., in a 10-rounder plans to sponsor its second
came up on the short end of engagement of the second
pressure.
Coach Johnson also explain- Oates chased Chamberlain him a technical foul," Oates at Houston, Tex., Tuesday night. annual "Roaring 20's Dance"
Lanky Rudy Williams, one a 110-101 score. The Kansas semester will be against an- ed why Dumas, the
On Thursday night, young Saturday, Jan. ze at the Flaflashy at the start of the first period said.
of two Negro starters with City freshman led the Mad other conference foe, Alabama guard from Kansas
City, scor- in a game won by the Hawks, "Then he turned to me and Clay — the "Lip from Louis- mingo Room, 147',a, starting
S.I.U., fouled out late in the Lads with a 33 point perform- A&M. This contest is schedul- ed only
said, 'it still goes.'" Oates said. ville" — engages former foot- at 9 p.m., announces the
seven points in the 116-115.
game but did an excellent job ance.
game with Miles. The youngs- The Oates-Chamberlain ex- That's when Oates gave ball star Charley Powell of club's reporter, Miss , Bessie
in preventing State from dom- LeMoyne's next home games
ter tallied 33 the night before change lasted about five sec- Chamberlain the second tech- San Francisco in a 10-rounder Bouie.
inating the backboards. Wil- will be February 1st and 2nd
Music for the dance will be
onds.
nical and shouted "you're out at the Pittsburgh Civic Arena.
against Stillman.
liams led his mates with 19 against Alabama A&M and
Cassius seeks his 17th supplied by Gene "BowledgJohnson said LeMoyne's pat- Oates defined Chamberlain's of the game."
points, closely trailed by Paul Stillman.
straight professional victory es" Miller. Tickets are being
tern was changed for the Miles
OWENS UPSETS OKOLONA
Henry's 17.
and his 14th knockout. He has sold by club members at $1.10.
contest with Dumas in the role
Owens Junior College outpredicted a fifth-round knock- At the door $1.25. Mrs. Barof a feeder. Instead of playing
played the taller Okolona Jayout over Big Charley, just as bara Johnson is the president
a wide open game, the Macees of Okolona, Mississippi
he forecast his fourth - round of the club.
gicians switched to a "control"
enroute to an 67-81 upset at
By ESSIE McSWINE
settee et the two definitions.
style with Dumas feeding the
Blair T. Hunt Gymnasium on
Business Education must be
ball most of the time to other
A
STUDENT
SPEAKS
campus
Booker
the
of
T.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL — LeMoyne players.
W. E. Smith, game and fish
thought of as the adjustment
Washington
High
School
last
BUSINESS
EDUCATION
of the individual to his busigieficer from Germantown has Thursday night.
(UPI) — Vic Power, Minnesota
- —
Wstst completed a two-d a y
The term Business Educa- ness envirownent,
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING? FIND IT KU FAST
Twins first basemen, agreed to
Freddie
Rhodes,
who
has
Business Education is one
course in water pollution at
tion was derived from the
terms for the 1963 season in ex.
mainstay
been
Hornets'
Advertisements In This Directory Tell Where To
the
The
the Game and Fish offices in
two words, "business" and of the sub-ordinate fields of
Nashville. He
a the - pasts two seasons, was change for A flowery introduc
received
"education". "Business" has educational and
vocational
Buy The Product Or Service You Wish.
Standard certificate. This practically a one-man gang lion.
been defined as: Dealings or endeavors in the more diversiwhile
registering
tallies
to
29
Power
appeared with Twins
course qualifies him to take
intercourse generally, com- fied field of Commerce.
on-the-spot preliminary water push Owens' record to four President Calvin Griffith before
It offers many job variamercial dealings; commercial
M & W SUNDRY
losses.
and
three
wins
a
civic
group
breakfast in Minpollution samples, that can be
transactions or engagements. tions for its majors, and the
1255 BELLEVUE
PREP
LEAGUE
neapolis.
Griffith
told the gathused to obtain accurate data
It also means activity or en- eau:native of the teaching
JA 7-0614
for the Stream Pollution Con- Just before the semester ex- ing he was not quite sure how to MILWAUKEE — Milwaukee terprise for gain, benefit, ad- profession, the office, or voMR. BENNIE WATON - MANAGER
trol Board and Game and Fish aminations, league triumphs Introduce Power since the vet- Braves outfielder Henry Aaron vantage or livelihood.
cational business career in
and Los Angeles Angel GenerBiologists. This knowledge will were posted by Carver, Doug- eran player had not agreed to
Education has been de- some phase of administration.
al Manager Fred Haney were
terms.
Queen E. Williams.
enable him to act quickly and lass and Melrose.
honored by the Milwaukee fined as ". . . not merely the
All
victors
three
pulled
MR. SHERMAN MITCHELL
"I
guess
I'll
just
have
to
say,
THEY ARE QUALIFIED
efficinetly ;n the event of fish
chapter of the Baseball Writers instruction received at school
half
second
in
".:;e
away
to
Power'
Vic
'here
is
",
Griffith
kills.
MECHANIC
I
am
sure
you
want
college,
the
a
or
whole
but
young
Association of America as the
win handily. Carver won over said.
course of training, moral, in- lady who is well qualified
207 W. DIVISION AVE.
Washington, 66-58, after lead- Power jumped up from his Braves' most valuable player
tellectual, and physical. Edu- for the title of "Miss MidWH 6-9545
A Penny Saved...
ing by one at halftime. Be- chair and said "okay, I agree to and distinguished alumus, recation may be particularly South. So vote for Essie McWASHINGTON—That pen- hind 23-24 at intermission terms, but give me a good in- spectively.
Approximately 650 persons at- directed to either the mental, Swine, Shirley Smith, Evelyn
ny extra you had to pay when Douglass rallied with a strong troduction." Griffith then gave
Dailey and Lula Brown. Beaubuying books of 4c stamps second half for a 61-43 win Power a lavish introduction. tended the 10th Annual Milwau- moral, or physical powers and
STROZIER'S DRUG $TORII
ty, Brains, Talent. Poise and
will be no more. You now get over Manassas. Melrose Power hit .290 last season, kee Diamond Dinner at which faculties, but in its broadest
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
best
to
it
relates
sense
and
Personality
Plus
are
Aaron
and
Haney
received
among
their
20 Sc stamps for $1—with no stretched a one point half- with 16 home runs and 63 runs
them all. Education is the im- their possessions.
awards,
BR 6-2588
2192 Chelsea Ave.
rxtra charge for the book.
way edge to a 67-58 romp.
batted M.
or acquisition
of
Haney, who managed Nlilwau- parting
kee to its only National League knowledge, skill, as through Long
Time No See
pennants in 1957 and 1958 and instruction, training or study.
ARDATH SEWING SHOP
The combined form of the
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — (UPI)
the World's Championship in
'58, is credited with lifting the two words, then has been —Howard Lee White, 33, chose
PLAIN and FANCY SEWING
Angels from an American Lea- given definitions which have the wrong
policeman
to
ask
if
946-5734
222
Brooks
W.
gue also ran to a pennant con- been developed by joining or
combining together the t- s- his car was parked legally.
tender.
The officer recognized him
BROWN'S Barber Shop
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK as a Tennessee prison escapee.
COMPLETE BARBER SERVICE
OE LIABILITY INSURANCE — EVERYBODY
1140 Firestone Ave.
JA 5-4551
CAREFUL DRIVERS — LOWER RATES

Horse Killed At
Fair Grounds

agicians To Meet Ala. .
.•
uskegee This Vieek-End

Joe Brown Tests His
Chance For Comeback

h amberlain ,s Words To
Referee Not Printable

o

Enchanters Club
Sponsors Dance

Vic Power Of
Twins Signs
For 'Praise'

Complete Course
For Pollution

hilt

HENDERSON BUSINESS COLLEGE NEWS

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Hank Aaron
Fred Haney
Given Awards

•

OK Automobile Insurance
CANE

HUNKY DORY

COLE

12:30 to 1:30 P.M.

7 to 8:30 A.M.
11 to 12:30 A.M.

COLUMBIAN TOWER

OK OK

OK OK

JA 6.8971

OK OK

OK

BEFORE YOU ARE

OK

"NEW RAMBLER"
8:30 to 9:30 AM.
2 to 3 P.M.

WILD

BILL

4 to 7 A.M.

WLOK
•1

0

BRO. BOB
9:30 to 11 A.M.
1:31
)to 2 P.M.

1480

$99,P2s48°M9
It You Own a '58, '59, or '60, Ford,
Ply., Chev., or Rambler, Then You
Pay as Little as

96

SECURITY RAMBLER
695 Union

FA 7-6033

MEN Al' LAST IT'S RERE'
Thousa nrio
of
men
today
young end Penny UP to 75
tired. weak, rundown feeling
only be from the need for a
plement
Try
NATURES

DRIVE A

GIRL

296 Vance

EMBARRASSED

o. Z. En•rs

Voted "Car of The Year"

GOLDEN

TUCKER'S RADIO & TELEVISION REPAIR
GUARANTEED WORK ON ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
PICK UP AND DELIVERY

JA 6-7200

Pest Exterminating Co.

P.M. to Sign Off

0

TERMITES- ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
CALL OS

Pho-525-6391

feel
That
may
nun'
own

remedy.
RUMOTEX, A PHYSICIAN'S FORMULA
oney bark If not satisfied after
bottles. Only $3.00 for a 2 week
cusps. C 0.0 . cheek or money.
order

PETE FALKNER PAINT & REPAIR
INTERIOR and EXTERIOR
158 E. Carolina Ave.
JA 7-5619

HEATER REPAIRED
WE REPAIR!
AU. TYPES OF HEATERS.

THE RUMOTEX CO.
225 kn ot 115th St. P.O.Boo 204
Now York 20, N.Y.

WE SPECIALIZE IN

_

CONTROL
AUTOMATIC

Nomlir

Buy Your
1963

DAY AND NITE
SERVICE

Cars Or
Used Cars

From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

WH 8.4419

HULL
SUPREME RADIO SERVICE
DOBBS
Speedy Television Repair !t:.-7iH
A GUARANTEE THAT SATISFIES
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS

Pick Up & Delivery
PROMPT SERVICE

THIRD & GAYOSO

JA 6-8871

849 Lane Ave.

JA 5-0049
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Elks Award
Presented

11717;717r7Wanted"—

Furn. For Sal.
Beautiful
a. ei•oo

rit est Pt
finished,
Walnut

EISIVATE PASTE 1111121)141 LAKE TO

soropt

rumba.••••• Xmti
s falls moo-

For Sale Misc.
5 ACRES FOR SALE

3108 N. Germantown Reed norlh 0 et
nos. os• aae••••
Highway 04 nr. Ellenulele cal tri
No. Wendt*.
IX PER I EN cEttatAuTIcIANS &sown by owner. AnyUrns. Mr. LAWS.
wants mob as shampooer in white Gibbs,
2 -PIECE& KRIJELF:R LIVING ROOM
Jr.
Suits.
Excellent cooditios. 549.00. Chop u, •• moinstress. JA 3-3664
, call BR 2.2276.
5.4 MERCURY - ONLY 965
In
good
condition. Radio, teeter, good
HOWIELEAVING
CITY. SACRIFICE
A large number of commutires, new battery. MU 54686.
hold items & Furniture at Bargain
nity leaders joined local Elk Prides :Or quick sale. Too many item.
to lint. Most like now. At Fraction
1959 Bonneville for sale - P.H. - P.8.
RAGSDALE SkIVLOT KNT
Lodge members to pay tribute
•original coat. BR 6-3072.
BeatitY OVor•lor to Work in Wht. wall thee, clean and in exmllent
coodition. Call Mr Elbert House - WISte Beauty Shop
to Mrs. LeBlanche Jackson,
Maid Comb
CM wig 948-5835, 1143 Sparks.
during a testimonial banquet,
Short Order thstik
120 up
USED CAR roe SALE
WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE
Maids - Cot&
sponsored by the Anna S.
JA 14519
Extra nice on• owner 53 Oldsmobile.
CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON
Church Temple, No. 695 of the
Lorrect
mIle.. 30,000. Radio, heater,
WOMAN
Al
DESIRES
MAID
UM
Jott
DITION
baby-sitter flVe days a week. Call: all new Urea. Call 274-5519, Mrs.
Daughter Elks, last Sunday
Lucille Phillips,
Al.,,.
Any Make cluck Repaired
•
(IL 8-4561
evening at Universal Cafeteria.
Will Pick Up And Deliver
WOULD LIKE WORK AS COMMON
'
Mrs. Jackson, a past grandironer or Seep children.
J A Hickey
PH: EX 7.6742
WH 6-2181.
Has Modern 2 Bay Service Station local.
daughter ruler of the temple,
od at the Intersection II( Fjell•vin ALM
received her Elk collar frOrri
Vollentine for Lease. Itiveetnent la NoPIANO FOR SALE
will lend you tile complete names minal and expert training is furnished
George W. I.ee, grand commis- Extra nice
baby grand piano exceilen and addiemes of 50 U.S. firms that free by Shell retail instructors. If you
sioner of Education. She re- condition. Call Mn. Lucille Phillips URGENTLY NEED -11-1111:11111114E148 are Interested In becoming an Indepenfor only 25e
postpaid! Rush your dent busin”sintin con theso number. for
oeived her degree\in August
name, address. and 25e belay to additional information. UALL
DAYS: W14 2-1571
1962.
FARMER 210111 Huh Ave. New York
NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS: 395-93111
10 N.Y.
Speaking of the honoree, A.
FURNISHED RODE WVIR HALFMaceo Walker, president of both.••ter
light. furnished Pitaine
the Tri-State Bank, where Bit 5.1141,

on

Help Wanted

SHELL OIL COMPANY

Homeworkers Wanted:
wn

Apts. For Rent

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

NEWLY REMODELED
Mrs. Jackson is one of the
3 - BEDROOM - lu It. KITCHEN first to be employed, he said Bath - 1158 Gausses PHONE:
W14 2-553V
"she was worthy of the honor
DECORATED TWO HOGIII
she was receiving." Jesse H. NEWLY
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 116b
Turner, vice president-cashier, S. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS, 125.00.
Water furnished. Call BR 2-2115.
of the bank said: "Mrs. Jack3-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VENT Salesmen
and
saleswomen
son is one of the most trustNICE, 540.00. CALL WH 6-8645 or
JA 8-2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
wanted to sell retail adyettisworthy employees."
UNFURNISHED
ROOMS
ing
in
the
•Memphis
Among others giving twomarket.
1ge. unfurn. rms. for rent We pay 25 per cent and 30
minute talks were Mrs. Zana 2 WH
2-3937. call after 5 p.m.
per cent contract commission
Ward, Mrs. Flora Cochran, UNFURNISHED
ROOMS FOR RENT
Mrs. E. L. Goldsby, Maceo '1 ii.. unfurnished rooms for rent. on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE nEFENDER
Redwood, Mrs. Olivia Lewis, WH 2-3937, call after 5 pro
236 South Wallington Street
Mrs Janis Porter, Mrs. Mamie
Memphis, Term
Hulbert, Mrs. Enora Townsend,
MEN WANTED
liorcstine Ivory. On second row, same order, are Tonunle- Mrs. Frank Scott, Miss Marion
PIANO.
Make lip To 52.50 Per Hour
VOICE
AND
CHARM
dames. Private or groups. Special Contact or Call Mr. Hale, 945-0774.
stein Janes, 'Mary Hill, Faye Edwards, Earnestine Anthani. Mitchell, Thaddeus T. Stokes,
role to school children. Z. Lois King, Part or full time. Mr. Hale, 1108
and Willie Mae Kearney. On back row, from left, are Margie editor of the Tri-State Defend- 1616 South Parkway
S. Lauderdale.
East, Pho.275-0435
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS ear.
Blakemore, Lenora Brinson and Christine Adair. The Bon- er; J. L. Gaston, Frank Scott,
bir or restaurant worker.
George W. Lee and Mrs. Erma IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
tonettes will present a scholarship to some young person
•
WH 643687 •
you would like Installed wall
Stidhum, daughter ruler of to that
wall or cleaned Call Bob Miller
later this year. Mrs. B. V. Washburn is the club's advisor.
free...Ornate, (IL 8-0702
the Temple, who was mistress 1 lor
YES
Withers Photo I
of ceremonies.

Business Services

gift for the Lions of Lester High school - the basketball
team-was presented to them recently by the Bontonettes
in the amount of $40 to buy new socks recently, and here
the girls, who place high premiums on morals and scholarship are seen in the gymnasium. Seated, from left. are Claudette Tucker, Carol Morris. Eunice Logan, Cordelia Porter,
Rosetta McKinney. Barbara Lewis. Frances Mitchell and

The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
COLETTA's

WAYNE'6-1
REALEST

TAILORS
TUXEDOS
RENTALS
FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
525-9395
129 Beale

SALE
BOY'S SHOES 5488
MEN'S SHOES
5688 0188
,
SI1.15 N0
0,,, P.,ce
Re F.,

8, H CLEANERS
& HATTERS

STUDIO -1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"

151 Beale St.

by
"ALTERATIONS

WHILE YOU WAIT"

ERNEST WITHERS
319 BEALF STREET

ELMOR'S

shop at

SALE STORE
146 BEALE ST.
THIS WEEK'S .SRECIAL
Men's Slip Ore,
119

CAPITOL LOANS
138 BALE STREET

pf,p,E:HSOP

RUBBERS

INVENTORY

0, UP

4 BUCKLE
300TS ..........A
Men's Heavy
194
Rubber SHOES
Men's Insulated
Rubbor BDOTS
& UP

SALE

—

PHONE IA 7-6757
159-61 BEALE ST
MEMPHIS 3, TENN.

54981

FEC.2

LOAN

BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SNOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

9. Nov• B•on In Bu•Imest 1 5
tsar.. B•coos• W• Ar• Spirciel•
st• In Our

V,,,t SA A H BARBER SHOP

PORTABLE
RADIOS
SQ95
/ AND UP
.0
NEED—MONEY?
AT YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT

ITINHIAN'S

ii

THIS

SPACE IS
FOR
AN
ADVERTISER

MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING....
THE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

SPECIAL

BIG SAVIIIGS'

s2"

BUSINESS CARDS

Strainer.. Cards - Letter Heads • An.
velopes - Wedding Anne. Reasonable
prices - 24 hour service. All kinds
of printing & Publishing. Office, &hoot
& Church sUPPIles.
SUMback Printing & Publishing cn
2177 Dendrick Ave.
or
FA 241127
324-5449

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET

MERICAN
LOAN CO.
108 Beale
or
182 So Main St
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE

1 mu eon earn cash selling the Tri•State
Defender weekl. Call its or come in
todaN. We delis er hnyour door.
—0—

SO....HURRY
NEWSBOYS,. MEN OR
WOMEN who are ii‘tte'rested in.
making money. Call Jackson 6-8397
or Jackson 6.-8398

Uncle Sam Says...

HARRY'S

MONEY TO LOAN!
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE

205 Beale St.

SHOP

FEBRUARY SPECIALS
MEN'S Socks

122 BEALE

VALUES co,
TO

X---K1LJILAJEZIEECrir

VALUES ko
TO

". // )//4

•Wirn

11

19c

A Specialty
W.f.nos Morriss, Pro°

9c

VALUES co(
TO

TEN N.
REGULAR

LADIES Hoisery

39C

VALUES sioo
TO
1

V7

MEN'S Athletic
ShirTts
VALUES Lo(

Flowers iOr Al! Occasions
Cut Flowers Daily
Funeral Designs

LADIES Panties

MEN'S Shorts

PRINTING CO

Yirff '1/

JA 6-9441 -RH 6-5690

59C

LADIES Shoes

39C

VALUES 1./00
TO
-1

TO '
7

S

1/

BAPTIST BOOK STORE
1963 Standard Sunday School
62.95,
Commentary
1963 HIGLEYS Sunday School
62.95
Commentary

Memphis, Tenn.

It”. C. M. LEE, Owner

358 Beale St.

HAVE
PULLING
9
POWER

ABE SCIIARFF BRANCH

YMCA
LEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y"

FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE

YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean. Comfortable, Modern
Privnt• Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers . .
Weekly Rates: $5 - $10
2 Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming: 75,30 it. DiArog - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting Beautiful Sun Dock. Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulalior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 sealing capacity - For Leagues, Tournaments, Competative
Matches, Closses - Booing - Community Programs
4. 7-large Club Rooms: Club Meetings - Classes - FOIUTS Confmencers
lees - Smist:

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $14w

BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
PercI•r SJI• Points for Emphasis

345 BEALE STREET
Phew JA 7-4132

ADS

236 South Wellington Street

100

Ss• t
st•e't
Q'
Ne)

DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS - CAMERAS - DIAMONDS
RADIOS - JEWELRY - CLOTHING

UNCLE SAM'S PAWN

*

CLASSIFIED

Call or come. to:

254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523

c5

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

TRY
ONE
TODAY

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)

RAGLAND'S
Serv. Station
382 BEALE STRES.
:T
Rd. Service —JA 5-9672

RAGLAND
& SCOTT

25(

PARKING

s1"

WEAVER'S FAST CAR
WASHING — EXPERT
LUBRICATION
Mechanic On Duty Daily

•

MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE

880 E McLEMORE

"The Best In
"The Best In
Service And
Service And
Quality"
QualityALL DAY
ALL DAY
ROAD SERVICE
PARKING
ALL WF.F.K

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

HEAVY -DUTY
MECHANIC SERVICE

PAINT
Nhite and

SLIPPERS

95

1

TOOLS

LUGGAGE — GUITARS
CLOTHING —JEWELRY

ORRIS LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE SI

1
Res. Phone J A -

Eed Pillows
I eather 1. tiled. Good
linking.

SHOTGUNS —

M

‘i Lois,

"KOEN'S

I_

CLEANERS
Ladies S10.00
III
I

WEAVER'S FAST
CAR WASHING
EXPERT LUBRICATInN

WALL
PAPER

Children's Dress
$2 and $3

SHORT COATS
495
NeWe4t,
11
I

111.,

PE RR 11g
es,

turd

All
%Min Prier.,

rtal

LEANiNG B PRFC`ING •
ALTERATIONS - EXCEPT
SHOP RePAIRIN(1
SAME DAY SERvire
16J Real. St., Memphis, Tenn.

This is her new office at the Mississippi State 1,ine. MADAM DELL is
hack after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to Any in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourage?
If any of these ale your problems, come let MADAM
11E1,1, advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why

your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over Mississippi State I,ine on the way to Hernando. Her home
is '2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to Itslk for the RED BRICK
1101 SE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven Slate Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West MemphIn.)
MADAM DELL'S BAND SIGN.

CALL
JACKSON
6-8397

9

